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Abstract

Learning to Rank with Partially-Labeled Data

Kevin K. Duh

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Katrin Kirchoff

Electrical Engineering

Ranking is a key problem in many applications. In web search,for instance, webpages are

ranked such that the most relevant ones are presented to the user first. In machine translation,

a set of hypothesized translations are ranked so that the correct one is chosen. Abstractly, the

problem of ranking is to predict an ordering over a set of objects. Given the importance of ranking

in many applications, “Learning to Rank” has risen as an active research area, crossing disciplines

such as machine learning and information retrieval. The approach is to adapt machine learning

techniques developed for classification and regression problems to problems with rank structure.

However, so far the majority of research has focused on the supervised learning setting. Supervised

learning assumes that the ranking algorithm is provided with labeled data indicating the rankings or

permutations of objects. Such labels may be expensive to obtain in practice.

The goal of this dissertation is to investigate the problem of ranking in the framework of semi-

supervised learning. Semi-supervised learning assumes that data is only partially labeled, i.e. for

some sets of objects, labels are not available. This kind of framework seeks to exploit the potentially

vast amount of cheap unlabeled data in order to improve upon supervised learning. While both

supervised learning for rankingandsemi-supervised learning for classificationhave become active

research themes, the combination,semi-supervised learning for ranking, has been less examined.

This thesis aims to fill the gap.

The contribution of this thesis is an examination of severalways to exploit unlabeled data in

ranking. In particular, four assumptions commonly used in classification (Change of Represen-





tation, Covariate Shift, Low Density Separation, Manifold) are extended to the ranking setting.

Their implementations are tested on six real-world datasets from Information Retrieval, Machine

Translation, and Computational Biology. The algorithmic contributions of this work include (a) a

Local/Transductive meta-algorithm, which allows one to plug in different unlabel data assumptions

with relative ease, and (b) a kernel defined on lists, which allow one to extend methods which work

with samples (i.e. classification, regression) to methods which work with lists of samples (i.e. rank-

ing). We demonstrate that several assumptions about how unlabeled data helps in classification can

be successfully applied to the ranking problem, showing improvements over the supervised baseline

under different dataset-method combinations.
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GLOSSARY

BLEU: A popular machine translation evaluation metric, see Chapter 3

EM: Expectation-Maximization Algorithm

FG: Feature Generation approach for local/transductive ranking (Chapter 5)

FG+IW: Combined Feature Generation and Importance Weighting for local/transductive ranking

(Chapter 6)

GDT-TS: Evaluation metric for Protein Structure Prediction (see [164])

IW: Importance Weighting approach for local/transductive ranking (Chapter 5)

LETOR: Learning to Rank dataset, published by Microsoft Research Asia. Consists of TREC

and OHSUMED subsets.

MT: Machine translation

MAP: Mean average precision; A popular information retrieval evaluation metric, see Chapter 3

MERT: Minimum Error Rate Training algorithm. A standard algorithm for training Machine

Translation systems (see [119]).

NDCG: Normalized discount cumulative gain; A popular information retrieval evaluation metric,

see Chapter 3

OHSUMED: Information Retrieval dataset (medical search task)
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PM: Pseudo Margin approach for local/transductive ranking (Chapter 7)

IR: Information retrieval

RANKBOOST: A supervised ranking algorithm, see Section 5.1.2

SVM: Support vector machine

TREC: Information Retrieval dataset (webpage ranking task)
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

The problem of ranking, whose goal is to predict an ordering over a set of objects, is a key problem

in many applications. In web search, for instance, ranking algorithms are used to order webpages

in terms of relevance to the user. In speech recognition and machine translation, a set of candidate

hypotheses is ranked such that the best transcription or translation emerges near the top1. In these

applications as well as others (e.g. recommender systems, protein structure prediction, sentiment

analysis, online ad placement), the ranking algorithm is a critical component that has important

ramifications on final system output; a suboptimal ranking may render the entire system useless.

Due to its wide-spread applicability and importance, the problem of ranking has been gaining

much attention in research communities ranging from machine learning to information retrieval

and speech/language processing. However, most of the research so far has addressed ranking as a

supervised learning problem. This is a restriction since supervised learning requires that all samples

in the training set be labeled, which can be costly or prohibitive in real-world applications.

This thesis extends the study of ranking into semi-supervised learning, namely learning to rank

using a dataset containing both labeled and unlabeled samples. This has the potential to improve

the performance of ranking algorithms while keeping the manual labeling effort scalable. There has

been little prior work in this area. Our goal is to study the following questions:

1. What information in unlabeled samples can be exploited inthe context of ranking problems?

In classification problems, ideas such as the manifold assumption and cluster assumption are

used to justify the utility of large amounts of unlabeled data. What assumptions exist for

ranking problems?

2. Is there an effective mechanism for adapting the wide range of methods developed for semi-

1This is referred to as “re-ranking” or “re-scoring” in the speech and language literature.
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supervised classification into semi-supervised ranking? In particular, is there a general frame-

work (i.e. meta-algorithm) that makes it straightforward to apply ideas in classification to

ranking?

3. What can we learn by comparing the same semi-supervised ranking algorithm on different

kinds of real-world datasets? The No Free Lunch Theorem states that no algorithm can be

best on all datasets, but can we acquire rough intuition about what algorithms/assumptions

match what datasets best?

In the following sections, I first formally formulate the problem of semi-supervised ranking

(Section 1.2). Then, for concreteness of illustration, I briefly describe in Section 1.3 two of the

applications of ranking. The contributions of the thesis are summarized in Section 1.4 and an outline

of what follows is given in Section 1.5.

1.2 Problem Formulation

The problem of ranking involves learning a ranking model from atraining setsuch that it generates a

“good” ordering on thetest set. Formally, let{x(l),y(l)}l=1..L be the labeled training set consisting of

L samples, and let{x(u)}u=1..U be the unlabeled training set consisting ofU samples. In many semi-

supervised learning scenarios, unlabeled samples are significantly cheaper to acquire than labeled

samples, so it is often the case thatU >> L. For simplicity of notation, I will use the variable

s to index the entire training set when the distinction between labeled and unlabeled data is not

important: s= 1..L,L + 1..L +U . In other words, I will usex(s) to refer to a sample in either the

labeled or unlabeled training set. The variablet will be used to index the test set{x(t),y(t)}.

A samplex(s) ∈ X consists of a set ofNs objects{x(s)
n }n=1..Ns to be ranked or ordered. Often, an

object is represented numerically as a feature vector with dimensiond, sox(s) can be thought of as

a matrix ofNs by d dimensions. Ranking can be thought of as “shuffling” the rowsof this matrix.

It is important to notice thatNs is dependent ons: some samples will naturally have more objects to

be ordered than others.

The labely(l) ∈ Y encodes the ranking of{x(l)
n }. Depending on the problem type, the label

either represents a total ordering or a partial ordering. A general encoding for both would be to
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represent a total/partial ordering as a set of preference relations,x(l)
i B x(l)

j for a set of(i, j) pairs,

whereB representsx(l)
i is strictly “preferred to” or “ranked higher than”x(l)

j . A weak preference

x(l)
i Dx(l)

j means thatx(l)
i is either strictly preferred or equivalently preferred tox(l)

j .2 More formally, a

preference relationD over a setX is considered a total ordering if it satisfies the following properties.

Fora,b,c∈ X,

1. (Reflexivity)aDa

2. (Antisymmetry) IfaDb andbDa, thena∼ b (∼ denotes “equivalently preferred”)

3. (Transitivity) If aDb andbDc, thenaDc

4. (Completeness) EitheraDb or bDa is true.

If only the first three properties are satisfied,D is called a partial order. The set of preference

relations can be shown in graph format where eachx(l)
n is a node and eachB links two nodes by a

directed edge. A partial ordering forms a directed acyclic graph whereas a total ordering forms a

linear chain. Clearly, a training set with total ordering contains more labeled information than one

with partial ordering.3

The goal is to learn a functionh : X → Y that performs well (i.e. minimizes loss) on the test

set. While the performance measure is application-specific, there are two broad categories: In

the general case, the loss functionltotal : Y×Y → R is based on differences between the true and

predictedtotal orderings. In the more specific case, the lossltop is only a function of the top-ranked

object in the true and predicted rankings.

1.3 Example Applications

Information retrieval (IR) is a prominent example where ranking is central. Given a user-inputed

query, the IR system returns a sorted list of documents that satisfies the user’s information need. The

2The notationsa � b anda � b are also used to meana is (strictly) preferred tob. I personally preferB to avoid
confusing� with another similar-looking binary relation,>.

3A ranking problem with only partial ordering labels may alsobe thought of as semi-supervised ranking, but we do
not use this definition in this thesis. Here, the term “semi-supervised” refers to the fact that some samples are labeled,
whether they be total or partial orderings.
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sorting should ideally be in order of relevance to the query.When the total number of documents

scale up, such as in library search or web search, presentinga short list of relevant documents

become an essential task.

The labeled training data{x(l),y(l)}l=1..L for IR corresponds to the following: Eachx(l) is a set

of vectors, each vectorx(l)
j representing a document. There are a total ofL queries, thusL sets of

documents. Labelsy(l) can be thought of as a vector of relevance judgments, which are determined

by a human annotator by seeing whether each document in the set is relevant to the given query. The

unlabeled data{x(u)}u=1..U refers to sets of documents in which there are queries but notassociated

relevance judgments.

Machine translation (MT) is another example where ranking can be applied. There are consid-

erable differences with IR, however. In MT, the goal is to generate a translation for a given input

sentence. The space of translations is theoretically infinite (compared to IR, the set of documents

may be large but is finite). Therefore one can think of MT as a “generation” problem as opposed to

the “selection” problem of IR. In this case, ranking is useful as a second-stage procedure in MT. The

first stage generates a preliminary list of translation candidates; this usually involves algorithms not

directly related to ranking. The second stage, which is often called a re-ranker or re-scorer, involves

ranking the set of translations.

The labeled training data{x(l),y(l)}l=1..L for MT corresponds to the following: Eachx(l) is a

set of vectors, each vectorx(l)
j representing a hypothesized translation. There are a totalof L in-

put sentences, thusL sets of hypothesized translations. Labelsy(l) can be thought of as a vector

of fluency/adequacy judgments, which are determined by a comparing the translation to a human-

generated translation. The unlabeled data{x(u)}u=1..U refers to sets of translations from input sen-

tences that have no correlating human-generated translations.

A third example is protein structure prediction in computational biology. The goal is to predict

3-D structure given an amino acid sequence. The ranking problem is to sort a set of candidate 3-D

structures (generated by different techniques) such that the ones most likely to be correct are at the

top of the list. The setup is in many ways similar to the machine translation problem. The labeled

training data{x(l),y(l)}l=1..L corresponds to the following: Eachx(l) is a set of vectors, each vector

x(l)
j representing a hypothesized 3-D structure. There are a total of L input amino acid sequences,

thusL sets of hypothesized structures. Labelsy(l) can be thought of as a vector of similarity values,
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Table 1.1: Example applications and their relation to semi-supervised ranking

Information Retrieval (IR) Machine Translation (MT)

Goal For a user query, return the most

relevant documents

For an input sentence, return the correct

translation

Where

Ranking

Applies

Ranking is the central operation used

to sort documents, which potentially

come from a large set

Ranking is used at an (optional)

second-stage to re-sort a set of

hypothesized translations

{x(l)}l=1..L sets of documents sets of candidate translations

{y(l)}l=1..L sets of relevance judgments for each

document as determined by a human

annotator

sets of fluency/adequacy ratings for each

translation, computed by matching with

human-generated translations

{x(u)}u=1..U sets of documents without relevance

judgments

sets of translations without the associated

human translation

which are determined by a comparing the hypothesized structures to a true reference structure. The

unlabeled data{x(u)}u=1..U refers to sets of structures that have no true 3-D reference.

A summary of the information retrieval and machine translation applications is summarized in

Table 1.3.

1.4 Contributions

Our answers to the questions posed at the beginning of this chapter (Section 1.1) are briefly summa-

rized below:

1. What information in unlabeled samples can be exploited inthe context of ranking problems?

Answer: We demonstrate that some of the assumptions from semi-supervised classification

can apply to ranking. In particular: the manifold assumption, low density separation (clus-

ter) assumption, and change of representation assumption can be exploited in certain dataset

scenarios. We also introduce a new assumption based on domain adaptation for ranking.
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2. Is there an effective mechanism for adapting the wide range of methods developed for semi-

supervised classification into semi-supervised ranking?

Answer: We propose a local/transductive meta-algorithm which trains a ranker for each test

point individually. This makes it straightforward to incorporate semi-supervised classification

assumptions, as one does not need to take into account dependencies among different sets of

objects to be ranked. Further, this has the added benefit of building test-dependent rankers,

which has the potential to improve over general-purpose rankers.

In addition, we develop a kernel defined on lists (as opposed to points), which allows one to

modify kernel-based or graph-based classification methodsfor ranking.

3. What can we learn by comparing the same semi-supervised ranking algorithm on different

kinds of real-world datasets?

Answer: We experiment with six real-world datasets: three are in Information Retrieval, two

are in Machine Translation, and one in Computational Biology. As expected, most meth-

ods show mixed results, since each of the dataset has different characteristics. Some issues

that influence what method works include: (a) the amount of tied ranks, (b) the correlation

between the optimized loss function and the true application-specific loss. We also observe

that some methods tend to give slight improvements to all datasets, while other methods are

high-risk/high-reward. A concise summary of the results isin the Conclusion section, while

detailed analysis about why something worked (and did not work) are in the respective exper-

iments sections.

1.5 Outline of Thesis

• Chapter 2: reviews related work, such as semi-supervised classification and supervised rank-

ing.

• Chapter 3: describes the three tasks (and corresponding datasets) used in this work (Informa-

tion Retrieval, Machine Translation, Protein Prediction).
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• Chapter 4: presents a general local/transductive framework for examining various assump-

tions in semi-supervised learning in ranking.

• Chapter 5: investigates how unlabeled data can be used to learn better features for ranking.

• Chapter 6: investigates how unlabeled data can be used to match the training distribution to

the test distribution in order to improve ranking.

• Chapter 7: investigates whether the low density separationassumption in semi-supervised

classification can be applied to ranking.

• Chapter 8: introduces a novel kernel based on lists and its application in semi-supervised

ranking.

• Chapter 9: compares all presented methods and summarizes the main contributions of this

work.
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Supervised Learning for Ranking

A variety of approaches have been explored for the ranking problem in the supervised learning

setting. The majority of algorithms can be seen as instantiations of the following abstraction, which

I call thescore-and-sort approach:

1. Learn a functionf that maps each individual objectx(s)
n to a real number, ascore.

2. Rank a set of objects{x(s)
n } by ordering the scores from maximum to minimum. An object

with the maximum score will be ranked first, followed by an object with the next largest score,

etc. In other words, the ranking modelh : X →Y is equivalent toargsort f (x(s)
n ).

This can be contrasted with the structured learning approach which directly estimatesh : X →Y,

i.e. scores are given for entire permutations, rather than on individual objects. In this case, ranking

is similar to a structured prediction problem [100]:

1. Defineh(x(s)) = argmaxy∈Y g(x(s),y)

2. Estimateg by minimizing a rank-based loss, e.g.∑L
l=1 ltotal(y(l),h(x(s)))

The score-and-sortapproaches have been investigated to a greater extent because it is often

difficult to directly optimize the ranking loss function on the space of all permutation of orderings

(For Nl objects, the argmax in the above formulation needs to searchover Nl ! orderings). The

challenge, however, is to design an algorithm for learningf such that the argsort thereafter induces

an ordering with minimal loss. There are roughly three categories of methods for learningf : point-

wise methods (regression), pairwise methods, and list-wise methods.
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2.1.1 Point-wise methods (Regression-based methods)

In regression-based methods [45], each object in the set hasa target score value, andf is estimated

by regression techniques to directly predict this value. The loss is measured by, for example, the

residual between predicted and target scores. The advantage of regression-based methods is that the

large body of work on regression can be exploited for ranking. However, the disadvantage is that

predicting a target score for each object may be a harder problem than simply ordering the objects.

In addition, like the pairwise methods, there is no guarantee that optimizing for regression loss will

optimize forltotal or ltop. Yet, recently [49] has shown promising asymptotic resultsthat in the limit

of large samples, regression can optimize loss functions such asltop.

Regression-based methods may be most suitable in cases where a meaningful scoring function

exists. For instance, in protein structure prediction [55,124, 159], the target score quantifies the

quality of protein fold. To predict these scores, [124] proposed a modification of support vector

regression that gives smaller slack (ε-tube) for top-ranked objects than lower-ranked objects, which

ensures that the scores of the top-ranked objects are predicted with higher accuracy. The automatic

metrics used for speech recognition and machine translation may also serve as meaningful targets

for regression.

A related approach is ordinal regression [113], where one attempts to predict the ordinal num-

bers, which may directly represent the ranks of each object.[131] provides a framework for large

margin ordinal regression applied to ranking.

2.1.2 Pairwise preference methods

The idea of pairwise preference methods is to learnf such thatf (x(l)
i ) > f (x(l)

j ) if x(l)
i Bx(l)

j . Even if

the labels{y(l)} are given as total orderings, pairwise preference methods would nevertheless extract

and learn from the corresponding set of pairwise orderings (for a total ordering ofNl objects, there

are(Nl )(Nl −1)/2 such pairwise preferences).

The advantages of this pairwise preference approach are (1)existing classification methods,

with some modifications, can be applied, and (2) it works on partial orderings and can be used on

applications where total ordering labels are difficult to obtain. The main disadvantage is that the

learning objective is more naturally cast as minimizing thenumber of incorrect pairwise orderings,
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which may not correspond to the true loss function on total orderings. Other disadvantages include

the i.i.d. assumption of different pairs and the computational complexity arising from generating all

pairwise preferences, but these issues can be solved to someextent, by e.g. placing more emphasis

on some pairs over others (c.f. [31] [84]).

One of the first pairwise preference approaches is RankBoost[58]. RankBoost maintains weights

on each pair of objects and learns weak rankers that reduce the number of incorrect pairwise order-

ings. Following the boosting philosophy, a weak ranker is learned in each round and the final ranker

is a combination of weak rankers. Similar to RankBoost, RankSVM [67, 82] attempts to minimize

the number of incorrect pairwise orderings by formulating( f (x(l)
i ) > f (x(l)

j ) for all pairsx(l)
i Bx(l)

j )

as constraints in a support vector machine objective. RankSVM minimizes the hinge loss over the

margin f (x(l)
i )− f (x(l)

j ) of incorrectly ordered pairs. The idea of pairwise preferences is given a

probabilistic formulation in RankNet [27]. The probability thatx(l)
i Bx(l)

j is defined as:Pi j = eoi j

1+eoi j

whereoi j = f (x(l)
i )− f (x(l)

j ), and a neural network is trained to optimize the cross-entropy between

the desiredPi j and the predictedPi j . Much recent work in this area has focused on improving the

above algorithms and attempting to optimize an objective that is closer to the true loss function (e.g.

[26, 147, 128, 52]).

Many applications that use the loss functionltop may also learn the scoring function from a

pairwise preference method [42]. Rather than generating all possible pairwise preferences from a

total ordering, these methods only ensure that pairwise preferences between the top-ranked object

and other objects are predicted correctly. In other words, we estimatef such that the score of the

top-ranked object is higher than any other object, but do notcare about the ordering among non-

top-ranked objects, i.e.f (x(l)
i′ ) > f (x(l)

j ) for i′ indexing the top-ranked object andj 6= i′. This line of

work has an interesting connection with structured prediction [144, 148], since the argsort function

of h : X → Y essentially becomes an argmax. Most re-rankers in machine translation and other

natural language processing systems employ this argmax approach. Prominent examples include:

parsing [43, 92], machine translation [133], part-of-speech tagging [74], information extraction [78].

One thing to note about pairwise methods such as RankBoost isthat although the training phase

uses pairs of objects, the testing phase operates on individual objects. That is,f (·) is learned by

comparing pairs of objects (i.e.f (x(l)
i′ ) > f (x(l)

j )) but during prediction, we applyf (·) on individual

objects independently, then sort by the resulting values. As such, there are no issues of intransitivity
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for score-and-sort pairwise methods. (Intransitivity occurs if we make independent pairwise deci-

sions during test time, i.e.A> B, B>C, andC > A, which leads to an inconsistent ordering.) A few

alternative methods (not in the score-and-sort approach) operate on pairs at test time and therefore

is required to solve the challenge of combining partial (pairwise) orderings into a total order. For

instance, [41] proposes a greedy method where one first builds a directed weighted graph, where

each vertex is an object and each edge indicates the strengthin which the starting node ranks over

the ending node. Then they compute the potential for each node by the weighted sum of outgoing

edges minus weighted sum of incoming edges. The node with largest potential ranks first, is deleted

from the graph, and we recurse to obtain the second-ranked node. Another example is [3], which

advocates using the QuickSort algorithm to combine partialorderings during test time.

2.1.3 Listwise methods

The third class of ranking methods is called list-wise approaches, due to the emphasis on treating

the list as the basic object of optimization. This avoids theproblems in regression and pairwise

approaches, which artificially forces independence assumptions among objects in the same list.

Listwise approaches can use information about rank positions and information at the query level. It

can potentially optimize a loss function that more closely approximates the true loss function, but

the cost is usually more intensive (sometimes intractable)computation.

Listwise approaches can generally be divided into two categories. The first directly optimizes

the loss function one cares about, or some smoothed version thereof. Loss functions for ranking are

usually non-smooth and non-differentiable, which is a considerable challenge to the optimization.

Examples include [115, 158, 163]. The other approach definesa loss function on the list, but the

loss function may not necessarily be inspired by the loss function used for evaluation. For example,

[156, 32] define probabilistic permutation models based on the Luce-Plackett model and training

involves optimizing the model likelihood (or minimizing KL-divergence).

2.2 Semi-supervised Learning for Classification

A wide variety of techniques have been proposed for semi-supervised learning in theclassification

literature. See [170] for a concise and updated survey. Herewe group the various techniques based
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on the assumptions used. Each technique makes different assumptions on how unlabeled data can

help learning. The four broad assumptions are:

Bootstrapping: Assume that the predicted labels of unlabeled data can be used for learning.

Methods such as self-training [162, 1], co-training [21], and mixture models with EM [118, 34] fall

into this class.

Low Density Separation:Assume that the classification boundary exists in low density regions,

and that unlabeled data can help identify those regions. Forexample, transductive support vector

machines [15, 81, 61] (also known as semi-supervised SVMs) achieve this by forcing a large dis-

tance between unlabeled samples and the decision boundary.The assumption used by these methods

is sometimes also called the “cluster assumption.”

Manifold/Graph-based Methods: Assume that samples similar to each other have the same

label, and samples indirectly linked by a chain of close samples also have the same label. A graph

defined over both labeled and unlabeled data captures this global and local closeness information.

The assumption used in graph-based method can also be calleda “manifold assumption” since they

all assume that data lie in some manifold defined by the graph,and that the decision function varies

slowly over this manifold.

Change of Representation:Assume that a better feature representation (e.g. more parsimo-

nious or expressive) for learning exists and that unlabeleddata can help discover this representation.

One important note is that there is no clear-cut way of categorizing the various algorithms by

their assumptions, since many of the assumptions are related and many algorithms employ more

than one assumption. For example, one may also think of graph-based methods as falling under the

Low Density Separation assumption or the Change of Representation assumption.

Since these assumptions are very relevant to this work, we describe their related work in much

more detail as follows.

2.2.1 Bootstrapping Assumption

The Bootstrapping Assumption assumes that the predicted labels of unlabeled data can be used for

supervised learning. Techniques that assume this include:self-training [162, 1], co-training [21],

and generative models with EM [118, 34].
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In self-training, first an initial classifier trained on small amounts of labeled data predicts the

labels of unlabeled data. Then, confident predictions are added into the training set, and the classifier

is re-trained. Self-training assumes that the additional labels are accurately predicted; its accuracy

degrades when noisy labels are added to the training set.

In co-training [21], two classifiers are trained on different feature splits of the labeled data. Then

the classifiers teach each other about their respective high-confidence predictions on unlabeled data

(i.e. confident predictions by classifier A are added to the training set of classifier B, and vice

versa). Theoretical and experimental results show that co-training performs well when feature splits

are sufficiently good and are conditionally independent of each other given the class [21, 117].

In general, co-training can be seen a method that enforces multiple classifiers to agree on both the

labeled and unlabeled data. It works because the version space is reduced when classifiers are forced

to agree on the large unlabeled data.

Generative models with the EM algorithm [53] can be seen as a soft version of self-training.

They model the joint distributionp(x,y) = p(y)p(x|y) where p(x|y) is a mixture component that

can be identified by large amounts of unlabeled data. [118] uses multinomial mixture components

for semi-supervised text classification. Castelli and Cover [33, 34] proved that if the model form

is correct, unlabeled data is guaranteed to improve accuracy. In practice, unlabeled data are often

downweighted [30, 46] in generative models to prevent excessive bias. Fujino et. al. [60] derives a

hybrid algorithm that attempts to correct the bias. Generative models with EM are also subject to

the difficulty of getting stuck in local optima.

2.2.2 Low Density Separation Assumption

The Low Density Separation Assumption assumes that the classification boundary exists in low

density regions of the feature space, and that unlabeled samples can help identify such regions. Such

an assumption is reasonable if one assumes that positive andnegative samples form two separable

clusters (i.e. the so-calledcluster assumption).

Transductive SVMs (TSVMs), also known as semi-supervised SVMs (S3VMs), [15, 81, 61]

achieve low density separation by maximizing the margin of both labeled and unlabeled data. Zhang

and Oles [166] questions the notion of margin for unlabeled samples, and suggests that TSVMs may
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“maximize the wrong margin.” Nevertheless, much research has focused on TSVM’s difficult dis-

crete optimization problem by methods such as gradient descent on an approximate continuous

objective [37], deterministic annealing [135], and the concave-convex procedure (CCCP) [44]. Im-

portantly, [35] applied a Branch-and-Bound optimization procedure to obtain exact global optima

on small datasets. Their excellent results, which outperformed other TSVM implementations and

some graph-based algorithms, validated the importance of agood optimization procedure for the

TSVM objective. [160] proposed an alternative SVM formulation based on semi-definite program-

ming (SDP); their formulation allows for both binary and multi-class problems in semi-supervised

and unsupervised learning.

Other techniques that employ the Low Density Separation assumption include Gaussian Pro-

cesses with null category noise model [99], information regularization [142, 47, 48], entropy mini-

mization [64, 80, 102], and maximum entropy discrimination[76].

2.2.3 Manifold Assumption

In graph-based methods, one first constructs a graph over both labeled and unlabeled data; then a

function that is both smooth over the graph and incurs small loss on the labeled samples is estimated.

The graph can be seen as a data-dependent regularizer.

This can also be considered as similar to a Change of Representation Assumption because the

distances in the original Euclidean feature space are discarded in favor for the geodesic distance

induced by the graph. This geodesic distance is assumed to bemore accurate since the large amount

of unlabeled data can help induce the true underlying subspace or manifold of the data. To make

this clearer, imagine we have 10 labeled points in a feature space of dimension 1000. This is a high

dimensional space, and it is likely that we would suffer fromoverfitting. Now suppose we have

many more unlabeled points, which we use to generate a data graph–the edge weights of a node,

for example, can be computed from the Euclidean distances ofits closest neighbors. Therefore, the

distance between two faraway points is no longer the Euclidean distance computed directly on its

feature vectors, but instead the summed distance of traveling through the paths of nearest neighbors

in the graph. If it turns out that the real data lies in the manifold and not the original feature space,

then the geodesic distances would be a more accurate distance measure and the graph-based method
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may achieve improvements.

The variety of graph-based semi-supervised algorithms differ primarily in the particular form of

loss function and regularizer. Prominent examples include: Mincut [19, 20], Spectral Graph Trans-

ducer [83], Discrete Markov Random Fields (MRF) [171], and its continuous relaxation: Gaussian

Random Fields and Harmonic Functions [172], Manifold Regularization [12, 13], and Graph Ker-

nels [138, 91, 95, 5]. An open area here is the question of optimal graph construction, since empirical

evidence suggests that accuracy may depend more on the graphthan the particular learning algo-

rithm. Some works have begun to address this, e.g. modifyinggraph spectrum [173, 85], convex

combination of graphs [8], and classifier-derived distances [4].

2.2.4 Change of Representation Assumption

The Change of Representation Assumption assumes that a better representation (e.g. more parsi-

monious or expressive) for learning exists, and that unlabeled data can help discover this hidden

representation.

The idea of feature/kernel learning is to use vast amounts ofunlabeled data to learn a better

feature or kernel representation of the data. The new feature or kernel is assumed to be a better

distance measure, just as the geodesic distance is assumed to be better when the data lies on a man-

ifold. Feature/kernel learning methods differ from graph-based methods in terms of the emphasis:

whereas graph-based methods focus on ways to exploit unlabeled data once a graph is constructed,

feature/kernel learning methods focus on learning a betterdistance metric, whichcouldbe used to

construct graphs [4]. However, the strongest advantage of feature/kernel learning is that one is not

restricted to graphs but is free to choose from the toolkit ofany supervised and inductive classifica-

tion algorithm once the new feature/kernel is learned. It isessentially a two-step procedure:

1. Learn a better feature/kernel representation using bothlabeled and unlabeled data

2. Apply supervised learning to the new feature/kernel representation of labeled data

How does one learn better features from unlabeled data? One approach is to cluster the samples

and use the cluster identities as new features [105]. Alternatively, one may learn dependencies

between the original features and collapse them into more parsimonious latent variables. Works by
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Ando and Blitzer [6, 7, 18] use multiple-task learning to findthe dependent features; [121] learns

the latent variables via principal components analysis or independent components analysis. An

alternative to learning better features is to learn distances or kernels between points directly (since

many learning algorithms work by comparing distances, evenif the initial representative is based on

features). Methods for learning better kernels include Fisher kernels [75, 70, 63] and cluster kernels

[36]. There are also many distance metric learning algorithms (e.g. [96, 69]); the application of

them to this problem is still relatively unexplored. An openresearch area is the question of how to

use the labels as well as the unlabeled data to learn better features; the above techniques essentially

ignore the labels and learn features/kernels in an unsupervised fashion.

Finally, we note thattheoryfor semi-supervised classification is still an open problem, and has

been identified as one of the ongoing challenges in machine learning [93]. One of the first works in

this area was [34], which established that if we view classification as a mixture of class conditional

distributions and that the mixtures are identifiable (cluster assumption), then error can converge ex-

ponentially fast in the number of labeled examples. For co-training, [103] presents a generalization

error bound which shows that forcing agreement among multiple learners lead to tighter bounds.

Importantly, [11] formulates a PAC model for unlabeled data, which is the first unified theory for

semi-supervised learning (as opposed to algorithm-specific analyses). More recently, [94] analyzed

the Manifold Assumption and indicate that some methods based on graph Laplacians actually do

not achieve faster convergence rates. Singh et. al. [137] provide an interesting analysis of when

unlabeled data helps under the cluster assumption. Theory for semi-supervised classification is still

an unsolved problem; we will not address these issues in thiswork.

2.3 Semi-supervised learning for Ranking

There are generally two interpretations of “learning to rank with partially-labeled data.” For con-

creteness, in this section we will describe these interpretations as information retrieval problems,

where the objects to be ranked are documentsd.

In the scenario we consider here, the document lists in our dataset are either fully labeled or not

labeled at all. The second scenario arises when a document list d is only partially-labeled, i.e. some

documents ind have relevance judgments, while other documents in thesamelist d do not. This
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second problem can arise when, e.g. (a) the document list retrieved by one query is too long and

the annotator can only label a few documents, (b) one uses a implicit feedback mechanism [82] to

generate labels and some documents simply cannot acquire labels with high confidence. Currently

there is no precise terminology to differentiate the two problems. Here we will call Problem One

“Semi-supervised Rank Learning”and Problem Two“Learning to Rank with Missing Labels”. See

Figure 2.1 for a pictorial comparison.

Several methods have been proposed for theMissing Labelsproblem, e.g. [168, 153, 66, 151]:

the main idea is to build a manifold/graph over documents andpropagate the rank labels to unlabeled

documents. One can use the propagated labels as the final values for ranking [168] (transductive), or

one can train a ranking function using these values as true labels [66, 151] (inductive). One impor-

tant point about these label propagation methods is that they do not explicitly model the relationship

that documentd( j) is ranked above, say,d(k). Instead it simply assumes that the label value ford( j)

is higher than that ofd(k), and that this information will be preserved during propagation.

An alternative approach that explicitly includes pairwiseranking accuracy in the objective is

proposed in [2]. It also builds a graph over the unlabeled objects, which acts as a regularizer to en-

sure that the predicted values are similar for closely-connected objects. Specifically, for a combined

training and testing set ofn objects, one can learn a score vectorf ∈ Rn that represents the score

value for each object. One minimizes the following objective function with respect tof:

min
f∈Rn

fTLf +C ∑
(i, j)∈E

τ(xi,x j)ξi j (2.1)

subject tofi − f j ≥ ξi j , ξi j ≥ 0 ∀(xi ,x j) ∈ E

where(i, j) ∈ E is the set of labeled pairwise preferences,L is the Laplacian of the data graph

consisting of all objects as nodes,τ is the loss for misorderingxi andx j , ξ are slack variables, and

C is an adjustable parameter that trades off between loss and regularization.

[40] also proposes a graph-based regularization term, but in contrast to Equation 2.1, it defines

the graph nodes not as objects, but asobject pairs. Just as the pairwise formulation allows one to ex-

tend Boosting to RankBoost, this formulation allows one to adopt any graph-based semi-supervised

classification technique to ranking. However, generating all possible pairs of objects in a large

unlabeled dataset quickly leads to intractable graphs.
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Figure 2.1: Two partially-labeled data problems in ranking. We focus here on semi-supervised rank
learning, where labels are entirely lacking for some queries. A different problem is that of “missing
labels”, where not all documents retrieved by a query are labeled. Note that these two problems are
not mutually-exclusive.

Most prior work consist of graph-based approaches for theMissing Labelsproblem. However,

they may be extended to address theSemi-supervised Rank Learningproblem if one defines the

graph across bothdl anddu. For instance, [151] investigates label propagation across queries, but

concluded that it is computationally prohibitive. Beyond the computational issue, however, how to

construct a graph across different queries (whose featuresmay be at different scales and not directly

comparable) is an open research question.

To the best of our knowledge, [145] is the only work that tractably addresses theSemi-supervised

Rank Learningproblem. First, it uses a supervised ranker to label the documents in an unlabeled

document list; next, it takes the most confident labels as seeds for label propagation. A new su-

pervised ranker is then trained to maximize accuracy on the labeled set while minimizing ranking

difference to label propagation results. Thus this is a bootstrapping approach that relies on the initial

ranker producing relatively accurate seeds. Our previous work [54] proposed another method using

the Change of Representation assumption.

TheSemi-supervised Rank Learningproblem is important in practice because it may be difficult

to obtain any labels for some queries/lists. For example, ininformation retrieval, this problem

manifests itself in the long tail of search queries. A quote by Udi Manber (Google Vice President of
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Engineering) demonstrates how many types of queries are received at Google: “Twenty to twenty-

five percent of the queries we will see today [at Google], we have never seen before.”1 It is

therefore impractical to obtain labels for many of the queries in practice. For machine translation

and protein structure prediction, theSemi-supervised Rank Learningproblem is actually the only

scenario that occurs. In these applications, a one-time sunk cost is associated with obtaining a

reference translation or 3-D structure. Once this reference is obtained, labels for each hypothesis

translation or candidate structure is computed via automatic procedures. Therefore, the additional

cost

2.4 Relations to Domain Adaptation

Domain adaptation (c.f. [79] for a survey) is a field of machine learning that focuses on the prob-

lem of training and testing under different distributions.Our interest in domain adaptation stems

from the fact that transductive learning can be considered an extreme form of domain adaptation,

i.e. where one adapts to the given test set. Recent work such as [14, 125] applied the Change of

Representation idea from semi-supervised learning to domain adaptation. Our work in Chapter 6

goes in the opposite direction, applying domain adaptationtechniques to semi-supervised learning.

In particular, our Importance Weighting approach treats each test list as a new domain and adapts

the training procedure towards it.

Generally speaking, domain adaptation can be divided into supervised and unsupervised domain

adaptation: for supervised adaptation, small amounts of labeled data are available for the test domain

and the goal is to leverage the additional large amount of different but labeled data. In unsupervised

adaptation, no labels are available for the test domain. We will discuss only unsupervised adaptation

since the use of unlabeled data relates more closely to the semi-supervised/transductive scenario.

One of the popular approaches in domain adaptation is importance weighting [134], which in-

volves re-weighting the training samples such that samplesmore representative of the test domain

are emphasized during training. This approach is based on the assumption of “covariate shift”, i.e.

the sample distribution differs between train and test, butthe functional relationships between input

1He made this statement at Google Searchology conference, May 2007. A video of the event is available online
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SD0cyYUEE1Y ; his talk is roughly 35 minutes into the 53 minute
video.
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and output remain unchanged. To illustrate, consider aclassificationproblem with labeled training

set{(xl ,zl )}l=1..L and unlabeled test set{(xu)}u=1..U . Let ptrain(x) and ptest(x) be the true training

and test distributions, which are assumed to be significantly different.

It has been shown [134] that training on a dataset where each training sample{(xl )}l=1..L is

weighted by the ratiow(xl ) = ptest(xl )
ptrain(xl )

corrects for covariance shift. In practice, computing the den-

sity estimates ˆptest(x) (from {(xl )}l=1..L) and p̂test(x) (from {(xu)}u=1..U , is undesirable in high di-

mensions, so much recent work has focused on directly computing the importance weightsw(xl )

(without computing ˆptest(·) and p̂test(·)) [17, 73, 141]. A supervised algorithm applied to this

weighted dataset would therefore focus on correctly classifying training samples close to the test

distribution (i.e. highw(xl )), while ignore samples far from it (loww(xl )).

We are aware of only a few recent works addressing the domain adaptation problem in ranking

[155, 38]. However, their methods are under the supervised adaptation framework, and therefore

are not directly applicable to the transductive problem we are interested in here.

2.5 Related Work in Statistics and Economics

There is a large body of literature in statistics on modelingrank data, as well as in economics on

modeling choice decisions. These are related to the rankingproblem, and insights from these fields

could potentially benefit our machine learning techniques.We do not directly apply any of the

statistics or economic work here, but for completeness we will briefly describe some background in

these areas. These may be useful in identifying possible avenues of interdisciplinary work.

One of the main goals of statistics is to analyze, model, and interpret data. Ranking data is

a kind of data that often results from surveys, for example. Surveys could be given to a large

population, and insights on what the population prefers could be inferred and hypotheses about

population preferences could be tested. For instance, suppose a survey asks a group of students to

give their preference for a set of drinks: (Coke, Pepsi, Sprite)2. There are 6 possible rank vectors:

(3,2,1), (3,1,2), (2,3,1), (2,1,3), (1,3,2), (1,2,3). Based on the population survey (size N), we obtain

a histogram over these 6 possible rank vectors. The questions that statistics seek to answer are, e.g.:

1. Is there an average (mean/median) rank vector that describes the average preference? If so,

2Example taken from [111]
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how to compute it?

2. What is the spread of rank vectors to the average (i.e. variance)?

3. Are there clusters of sub-populations that show different kinds of preferences?

4. How to model the population, and how to fit the model to data?

The average rank vector ¯y could be obtained by minimizing, e.g. the following objective:

argmin
ȳ

N

∑
i=1

d(y(i), ȳ) (2.2)

whered is a distance between two rank vectors. Possible distances include:

• Spearman, Footrule, and Hamming:d(y, ȳ) = ∑d |y
p
d − ȳp

d| where p→ 0 (Hamming), p=1

(Spearman) or p=2 (Footrule)

• Kendall: d = miniminum number of consecutive swaps required to makey become ¯y.

• Cayley:d = miniminum number of arbitrary swaps required to makey become ¯y.

There are many ways to model the data with a probabilistic model. To give a flavor, here are

some examples:

• Mallows φ model: P(y|ȳ,σ) = 1
Z(σ) exp(−σd(y, ȳ)). This is similar to a Gaussian model,

where we have a “mean” vector ¯y and a constantσ indicating the spread around the mean.

The farther a rank vectory is from the mean (in thed() sense), the lower the probability.

• Babington Smith models: Definepi j to be the probability that objecti is ranked above object

j, independent of other potential choices.3. The probability model is then obtained by ranking

a set of objects constrained to the orderings where allpi j ’s are consistent.

3The Bradley-Terry model, which is an instance of this, assumespi j = νi
νi+ν j

, whereν > 0.
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• Multi-stage models (e.g. Plackett-Luce model): Defineµi to be the probability that objecti

is the first choice out of all candidates. Then we can imagine amulti-stage process where a

ranking is obtained by drawing the first choice, then deleting the first choice and drawing the

second choice, etc. We may wish the valuesµi to satisfy some conditions such as the Luce

Axioms.4

For a broad review of ranking models, refer to [57, 111]. One important note about these ranking

models is that they often work with a fixed set of objects. As such, analysis of ranked data is

often termed “analysis of permutations.” For example, in our survey, each participant produces a

preference over the same set of objects (different participants give a different permutation over the

same set). In contrast, in the ranking problems we are interested, different “participants” may be

producing preferences for different sets of objects. For example, in Information Retrieval, each list

of documents representdifferentdocuments retrieved via different queries. While this might imply

that prior work on permutations may not always be directly applicable, we already begin to see

recent innovations in machine learning which utilize theseideas (c.f. [28, 101, 72]).

Related work in economics include social choice theory, utility theory, and game theory. All

these fields are concerned with “making choices” out of a set of candidates, and one way this deci-

sion manifests itself is via a preference relation. Social choice theory [9] studies how preferences

can be aggregated to make a collective decision. Utility theory (c.f. [109]) is a branch of decision

theory and game theory which models choice and preference. Each object has an utility, and the

preference relation is induced from the ordering of these utility values. This is very similar to the

score-and-sort approach of ranking. In fact, we may consider many of the methods for ranking as

procedures for estimating the utility of each object.

Chapter Summary

We reviewed various work related to semi-supervised ranking, in particular semi-supervised classi-

fication and supervised ranking. While there are much work inthese related fields, semi-supervised

ranking is still a relatively unexplored area. Here we briefly identify some potential challenges and

4Essentially, these axioms formalize intuitions such as: ifthe probability that Coke is the first choice out of all 3 drinks
is 0.9, then the probability that Coke is the first choice out of (Coke,Pepsi) should be no less than 0.9.
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open problems in semi-supervised ranking:

• What kinds of unlabeled data assumptions in classification can be converted to ranking? Clas-

sification algorithms can be converted to ranking algorithms via, e.g. pairwise formulation,

but would the unlabeled assumptions be convertible as well?

• What new algorithmic and computational challenges are introduced by the ranking structure?

How can operations (e.g. loss function, kernels) on samplesbe extended to operations on

lists?

• What sorts of theoretical guarantees are possible with semi-supervised ranking?

The first two challenges will be addressed in this dissertation.
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Chapter 3

APPLICATIONS AND DATASETS

This thesis focuses on three applications: Information Retrieval, Machine Translation, and Com-

putational Biology. The idea is to utilize a variety of real-world datasets to test the effectiveness of

my algorithms. An algorithm may work well on one dataset but not the other, and investigation into

the reasons for such differences may lead to further insightabout the algorithm and its assumptions.

3.1 Ranking in Information Retrieval

The goal of Information Retrieval (IR) is to help a user find the information he/she desires. The

user’s need can be very diverse. For example, in web search, the user’s need can be classified as

informational, navigational, and transactional [25]. Thefirst, informational query, may range from

simple factoid questions such as “What is the highest mountain in the world?” to complex ones such

as “How have different parts of the world responded to the President’s new plan for Afghanistan”.

Users with navigational needs are interested in going to particular webpages on the web (e.g. the

query “NAACL 2009” may indicate a need for the user to find a conference website, which will

eventually help in satisfying other needs. Transactional needs represent a user’s wish to accomplish

some action on the web, such as the “Form 1040 download”.

The IR field is therefore very broad, encompassing studies ofhuman interaction, document rep-

resentation, scalable architectures, etc. (Refer to a recent book by [110] for an overview). Ranking

is one of the core areas of study in IR due to its importance in presenting documents to users in an

efficient manner. Information is essential to making knowledgeable decisions, but information is

useless if the one who needs it cannot find it.

Ranking in IR is classified into two main categories: Static Ranking and Dynamic Ranking.

Suppose we have a large but fixed and finite document collection. Static ranking is the problem

of ordering documents without regard to a specific user query. This ordering can represent the a

priori “quality” of a document; high quality documents should have a prior probability of ranking
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higher than a low quality document, independent of any user query. For example, Google’s famous

PageRank algorithm [24] assumes that webpages with many in-links are likely to be of much higher

quality than those with few in-links, i.e.p(d) = (1−α)+ α(∑d′∈Incoming
p(d′)
c(d′) ). Here,p(d) is the

PageRank of documentd (the higher the better),c(d′) is the number of out-links for documentd′,

andα is a damping factor that is useful for computational issues and modeling a random surfer. We

see here that this recursive equation generates a static ranking of all webpages on the web, where

a webpage that is often linked by others with high pagerank isitself higher in rank. Importantly,

note that this ranking is only a function of the underlying web graph and is independent of any user

query.

In contrast, Dynamic ranking is the problem of ordering documentsaftera user-given query has

been observed, i.e. a user need has been stated. A large classof dynamic ranking functions are

human-engineered “metrics” that compute a score for each query-document pair. Documents are

then ranked by their respective scores. For example, using the vector space model, one can measure

the score of a query-document pair as the distance between suitably-defined query and document

vectors. Particular methods include TF-IDF and BM25, whichhave been shown to work well in

many evaluations.

Recently, the machine learning paradigm has emerged as a promising approach to solving rank-

ing problems. In this “Learning to Rank” setup, one first prepares a training set comprising queries

and documents labeled by their relevance. These query-document pairs are represented by feature

vectors, which could include a variety of metrics (e.g. BM25). Then a machine learning algorithm

learns the optimal combination of these features for predicting relevance rankings. The advantage

of the machine learning approach is that it can automatically tune the ranking function for the given

dataset. However, this also leads to a disadvantage: the ranking function can only be as good as the

quality and the size of labeled training data.

This thesis focuses on the dynamic ranking problem, where features derived from static ranking

may be employed.
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Type of feature Examples

Document characteristics document length

Term matching of query and web document BM25[126], LMIR[165], tfidf

Term matching of query and metadata (anchor, title, URL) BM25, LMIR, tfidf

Static ranking PageRank[24], HITS[87]

Hyperlink-based scores Hyper-link feature propagation[123]

Table 3.1: Examples of TREC features

3.1.1 Information Retrieval Datasets

Our IR experiments are performed on the LETOR dataset (version 2) [107], which contains three

sets of document retrieval data: TREC’03, TREC’04, and OHSUMED. This is a dynamic re-ranking

(subset ranking) problem, where an initial set of documentshave been retrieved and the goal is to

sort the set in an order most relevant to the query. This is a commonly-used benchmark task in IR.

The TREC data is a Web Track Topic Distillation task [50]. Thegoal is to find webpages that

are good entry points to the query topic. Figure 3.1 gives an example of a query and a subset of

webpages that ought to be returned by the ranker. As seen in the example, webpages such as “USDA

Cotton Program” provide a good entry point reference for a variety of information that will answer

the query; the webpage itself may not contain much information, but should contain pointers to

information. The original data consists of all webpages from a crawl of the.gov domain in 2004.

There are a total of 1,053,110 HTML webpages and 11,164,829 hyperlinks. The LETOR dataset

conveniently extracts many state-of-the-art features from query-document pairs, including BM25

[126], HITS [87], and Language Model [165], and hyperlink propagation [123]. A summary of

features is given in Table 3.1.

The OHSUMED data [68] consists of medical publications and the queries represent medical

search needs. It is a clinically-oriented MEDLINE subset, consisting of 348,566 references (out

of a total of over 7 million), covering all references from 270 medical journals over a five-year

period (1987-1991). An example query and relevant documentis shown in Figure 3.2. Note that the

document fields are the title, abstract, MeSH indexing terms, author, source, and publication type.
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QUERY:

Title: cotton industry

Description:Where can I find information about growing, harvesting cotton and turning

it into cloth?

EXAMPLE ANSWERS/HOMEPAGES

• Cotton Pathology Research Unit (cpru.usda.gov/)

• FAS Cotton Group (ffas.usda.gov/cots/cotton.html)

• Office of Textiles and Apparel (otexa.ita.doc.gov/)

• USDA Cotton Program (www.ams.usda.gov/cotton/)

Figure 3.1: Example TREC query and webpages

The features are in general of the term-matching type, ie. BM25, LMIR, and tfidf.

For TREC, documents are labeled{relevant,irrelevant}; an additional label{partially

relevant} is provided for OHSUMED. Table 3.2 summarizes the data (e.g.in TREC’03, the

ranker needs to sort on average 983 documents per query, withonly 1 document in the set being

relevant); see [107] for details.

3.1.2 Information Retrieval Evaluation

The evaluation metrics are mean average precision (MAP) andnormalized discount cumulative

gain (NDCG@n) [77]. MAP is defined using precision, the percentage of relevant documents up to

a given rank. For a set ofR relevant documents, average precision (AP) is:

AP=
1
|R| ∑

d( j)∈R

precision@rank( j)

For example, for a set of documents with the following ranking: {relevant, irrelevant, relevant},

the precision at rank 1, 2, 3 are 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, respectively,and the AP is1
2(1/1+2/3) = 0.8. MAP
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QUERY:

Patient Info:60 year old menopausal woman without hormone replacement therapy

Information request:Are there adverse effects on lipids when progesterone is given with

estrogen replacement therapy

DOCUMENT:

Source:J Obstet Gynaecol 8707; 94(2):130-5

MeSH Keywords:Drug Combinations; Estrogens/AE/*TU; Female;Hemorrhage/CI; ...

Title: Continuous oestrogen-progestogen treatment and serum lipoproteins in

postmenopausal women.

Publication type:JOURNAL ARTICLE.

Abstract:Serum lipids and lipoproteins were examined in 44 healthy postmenopausal

women every 3 months during 1 year of treatment with either continuous

oestrogen-norethisterone acetate or placebo. Total serumcholesterol and

LDL-cholesterol levels were reduced by approximately 15% and 20% (P less than

0.001), respectively in the hormone group but were unchanged in the placebo group....

Moreover, the low frequency of bleeding with continuous oestrogen-proge stogen therapy

would make this an appropriate alternative in postmenopausal replacement therapy.

Author: Jensen J; Riis BJ; Strom V; Christiansen C.

Figure 3.2: Example OHSUMED query and document

is the mean of AP over all queries. NDCG is an alternative metric that takes into account multiple

levels of judgment (not only relevant vs. irrelevant). Similar to precision, NDCG is measured at a

given position:

NDCG(n) = Zk

n

∑
j=1

2r( j)−1
log( j)

Here r( j) = 0,1, ..M represents theM-level numerical rating for documentd( j) (Higher value

indicates more relevance). The log is base 2 and we set log(1) = 1 (not 0) in the above equation.Zk
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Table 3.2: IR Data characteristics

TREC’03 TREC’04 OHSUMED

#queries 50 75 106

#documents 49k 74k 16k

avg #document/query 983.4 988.9 152.3

#relevant documents 516 1600 4.8k

avg #relevant/query 1 0.6 28

avg #document pairs 302k 262k 369k

#features (original) 44 44 25

is a normalization constant that represents the score of thebest possible ranking and allows NDCG

to be bounded by[0,1].

As reported by [107], some of the state-of-the-art results based on RankBoost and RankSVM

are as follows:

• TREC’03: RankBoost - 0.212 MAP, RankSVM - 0.256 MAP

• TREC’04: RankBoost - 0.383 MAP, RankSVM - 0.350 MAP

• OHSUMED: RankBoost - 0.440 MAP, RankSVM - 0.447 MAP

3.2 Ranking in Machine Translation

In machine translation systems, ranking algorithms are used as a “2nd-pass” decision maker that im-

proves upon the outputs of a “1st-pass” translation system.The 1st-pass system, due to constraints

in computing power, usually employs simpler features and knowledge sources when translating

foreign sentences. For each input sentence, it generates a set of likely hypotheses (N-best lists),

which is then re-ordered by a ranking algorithm that employsmore powerful features or knowledge

sources. In a variant of this setup called “system combination”, multiple 1st-pass systems are simul-

taneously employed to generate multiple N-best lists, which are then combined and ranked. This

coarse-to-fine approach of ranking a hypothesis set generated by the 1st pass system can be very
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effective in improving system accuracy. The assumption is that good translations lie in the set of the

hypotheses, and can be picked out by powerful ranking algorithms.

In machine translation, the ultimate output of the entire system is a single translation, so the

more specific loss functionltop that only measures the quality of the top hypothesis is used.In

addition, the labels{y(l)} are usually total orderings. Automatic metrics, which measure the distance

between translations and their corresponding human-produced references, provide an effective way

to label each hypothesis with a score. These scores (e.g. theBLEU metric for machine translation)

can be sorted to provide a total ordering. Further, multiplehypotheses may have the same loss,

so in practice we have ties. Finally, machine translation systems tend to have low-dimensional

feature vectors for representing hypotheses–this in turn impacts issues such as separability of data.

We note that there are research systems that operate on hundreds or thousands of features, but the

conventional systems usually work with on the order of 10 features. The features, which include

likelihood scores from language models, translation models, acoustic models, etc., are sometimes

called “sub-models” because they are each quite complex functions and encompass a significant

amount of information.

3.2.1 Machine Translation Datasets

We employ two machine translation datasets from the International Workshop on Spoken Language

Translation (IWSLT) shared task of 2007. One dataset is for Arabic-English translation, while

the other is for Italian-English translation. IWSLT evaluations, in general, focus on translation of

spontaneous speech. The Arabic-English task involves translation of transcribed read speech of the

Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) [143], which containsentences similar to those found in a

traveler’s phrase book. The training data for the Italian-English task consisted of transcriptions of

read dialogs, whereas the test data contains spontaneous dialogs (e.g., between a travel agent and

his clients regarding transactions about ticket purchasesand hotel reservations), so there is a data

mismatch condition in the Italian-English case.

The baseline systems used for this task are described in the System Description paper of Uni-

versity of Washington’s entry in IWSLT [86]. The work in thisthesis is based on the University of

Washington system, so note that the following brief descriptions are related to the system and do
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not represent theonlyapproach for machine translation. Nevertheless, the University of Washington

system is a mainstream and competitive system in the framework of phrase-based statistical machine

translation. For a good recent survey of various approachesto machine translation, see [108].

The first-pass machine translation system is a statistical phrase-based MT system based on a

log-linear probability model:

e∗ = argmax
e

p(e| f ) = argmax
e

{
K

∑
k=1

λkφk(e, f )} (3.1)

wheree is the English sentence,f is the foreign (Italian or Arabic) sentence,λk arek weights to be

trained, andφk(e, f ) are features such as phrase-based translation scores, lexical translation scores,

word count penalty, and language model score.

The weights are trained by Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) [119] and decoding is done

via the Moses decoder (without factored models) [89]. The decoding generates N-best lists of size up

to 2000 hypotheses, which is then de-duplicated to remove identical hypotheses. This dataset is the

input to our second-pass ranker. For more details about the system, refer to the system description

[86]. A brief summary of the data characteristics are shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: MT Data characteristics

Arabic-English (ar) Italian-English (it)

#lists (dev set) 482 500

#lists (test set) 499 494

avg hypothesis per list 260 362

minimum # of hypotheses in a list 2 1

maximum # of hypotheses in a list 1676 1626

#manual references 7 1

#features (original) 9 10
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3.2.2 Machine Translation Evaluation

Traditionally, MT evaluation measures required examination of results by human judges, who an-

notated theadequacyof translation in capturing the meaning andfluencyof the expression in the

target language. This is expensive, however, so the community has since moved towards automatic

evaluation metrics such as word error rate BLEU [122], PER [120], TER [140], and METEOR [98].

A common element of these automatic metrics is the requirement of one or more human-generated

translation of the test set, called references. The idea is to match the system output with these human

references; the larger the match, the better the translation.

In this work, we use BLEU [122], the most common evaluation metric to date. BLEU considers

n-gram matches of the system output with human references upto a maximum n (usually n=4, as

employed in this work). This rewards sentences where the local word order matches that of the

reference. BLEU is a precision-oriented measure in that it calculates the percentage of n-gram

matches out of the total number of n-grams in the sentence. A brevity penalty is introduced to

capture recall: it penalizes sentences that are significantly shorter than the reference. The BLEU

metric is computed over the whole corpus using the followingequation:

BLEU = BP·exp(∑
n

logpn) (3.2)

whereBP is the brevity penalty andpn is the precision of each n-gram.

Traditionally, researchers report the BLEU score of the tophypotheses chosen by the ranker. In

addition to this, here we report what we callTop-k BLEU oracle scores, which is a metric useful

for MT system combination scenarios. In this scenario, the 2-nd pass ranker not only outputs the

top hypothesis after re-ranking, but the Top-k hypotheses.The idea is that a downstream system

combination engine will gather these k-best lists from multiple MT systems and do an additional

re-ranking step. System combination has become an effective strategy in MT research due to, e.g.

advances in sentence/lattice alignment (c.f. [127]), and therefore we believe Top-k oracle is a mean-

ingful metric to report.

The Top-k BLEU oracle is best illustrated by an example. In Figure 3.3, we see seven hypoth-

esized translations (of the Arabic-English dataset) in theorder ranked by the re-ranker. If we only

output a single sentence (“please press the button yellow),the BLEU score would be .53. If we in-
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stead output the top-2 hypotheses (“please press the buttonyellow”, “please press button yellow”),

the best possible (oracle) BLEU score is still .53. If we output the top-4 hypotheses, the best possi-

ble BLEU score is 1.0. In this sense, the Top-k BLEU oracle represents the best possible achievable

BLEU score if the Top-k list is given to a system combination engine.1 Note that in this definition,

the Top-k BLEU oracle is a non-decreasing curve with respectto k.

In addition to BLEU, we report PER (position-independent word error rate) for the first hypoth-

esis in the re-ranked list.

REFERENCES

please press the yellow button

please push the yellow button

Hypotheses in ranked order and BLEU of individual hypothesis

(BLEU=.53) 1. please press the button yellow

(BLEU=.42) 2. please press button yellow

(BLEU=.41) 3. please press the button the yellow

(BLEU=1.0) 4. please press yellow button

(BLEU=.65) 5. please press the yellow the button

(BLEU=.43) 6. please press yellow the button

(BLEU=.35) 7. please press a yellow the button

Figure 3.3: Illustration of Top-k BLEU oracle score. Top-1 oracle=.53, Top-2 oracle=.53, Top-3
oracle=.54, Top-4 oracle=1.0, Top-5 oracle=1.0.

3.3 Ranking in Computational Biology (Protein Structure Prediction)

Protein structure prediction is an important research areawithin computational biology. The goal

is to predict the 3-D structure of a protein based on sequence(e.g. amino acid) information. This

1This assumes the system combination is simply choosing among sentences; more advanced system combination
methods merge different sentences and generate new ones, inwhich case the Top-k BLEU oracle becomes a lower
bound on the best possible score from system combination.
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problem is of significant interest because while advances ingenome sequencing techniques have

produced large datasets of linear amino acid sequences, full understanding of the biological role of

proteins require knowledge of their structure and function[10].

Protein structure prediction methods can generally be divided into two classes. Given a se-

quence with unknown protein structure,template-based modelingworks by first identifying similar

sequences in a pre-established protein database (PDB), andthen the predicted structure is con-

structed from these possibly-similar “templates” (c.f. [39]). On the other hand, inab initio model-

ing, the 3-D structure is constructed from scratch by physical simulation and sampling the conformal

space [146]. In either case, a common component of the overall system involves ranking the set of

templates or samples in order to select the most promising candidates [124].

In this work, we follow the framework set up by [124]. The particular task is to select among

multiple protein structure candidates that are generated from various methods. The test set involves

the protein structures submitted to the the annual CASP (Critical Assessment of Methods of Protein

Structure Prediction) evaluation [116]. The CASP evaluation is a community-wide effort in protein

structure prediction, where different research groups around the world submit their structure predic-

tions on a common set of yet-to-be-known proteins. For each unknown protein sequence, we have

a set of candidate structures from various sites. The goal ofthe ranker is to choose the best among

the set.

The problem setup is therefore analogous to the machine translation task. Whereas MT rankers

work with a N-best list of hypothesis translations, the protein prediction ranker works with a N-best

list of candidate 3-D structures. In MT, the goal is to find thebest translation that matches a human

reference translation. In protein prediction, the goal is to find the best structure that matches the

true structure as determined by X-ray crystallography or other methods (which are usually more

expensive than the computational approach).

3.3.1 Protein Structure Prediction Dataset

We use the protein structure prediction dataset provided by[124].2 The training data consists of

the predicted structures submitted to CASP5 and CASP6 evaluations. The native protein structures

2I am immensely grateful to Jian Qiu and Bill Noble for their numerous help on preparing this dataset.
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from PDB used in the training set of [124] is not included heresince our training algorithms are

based on ranking.3 The test set consists of proteins to be predicted for the CASP7 challenge.

A brief summary of data statistics is shown in Table 3.4. As seen, there are 99 proteins to be

predicted in the test set, each with around 211-267 candidate structures to choose from. The number

of candidate structures per list is more for the test set because the test set includes the top five models

submitted by site participants, whereas the training data only contains the top model. For details,

refer to [124].

Table 3.4: Protein Prediction Data characteristics

TRAINING SET TEST SET

#lists, i.e. number of proteins to predict 73 99

#candidate structures per list 61-132 211-267

Total number of structures 7730 24128

#features (original) 25 25

There are 25 features that represent each protein structure. The features divide into two major

types. One type measures the properties of the structure directly, such as pairwise atomic potential

of the fold, the overall shape and packing, and the hydrogen bonding patterns. The other type of fea-

ture are termed “consensus features” and measure the similarity of a structure to other structures in

the same list. The intuition is that correctly-folded structure is more likely to be similar to other pre-

dicted structures for the same target protein, and that incorrectly-folded structures would most likely

be outliers. For a given structurexi , its consensus feature is computed bymedian(sim(xi ,x j)).∀ j 6= i.

sim(·, ·) is a similarity function that measure the distance between two structures (such as the GDT-

TS metric). The median, rather than the mean, is used to avoidbeing sensitive to skewed distribu-

tions.

3Qiu and Noble [124] trains by a regression objective, thereby allowing them to use these native protein structures as
additional information. We cannot use these native structures in ranking because they are not lists, but single points.
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3.3.2 Protein Structure Prediction Evaluation

Our evaluation metric consists of the GDT-TS [164] and the z-score, following [124] and CASP

evaluations. The GDT-TS measures the structure’s backbonequality when compared to the true

structure. Similar to the MT evaluation, we also report the Top-k oracle GDT-TS scores (For K=5,

this is equivalent to the GDT-TS5 metric used in [124]). The higher the GDT-TS score, the more

similar the predicted structure is to the true structure. Wereport overall GDT-TS by averaging over

GDT-TS of all test proteins.

In addition, since GDT-TS scores are not calibrated across different proteins, we additionally

report z-scores. The z-scores are calculated by first takingthe mean GDT-TS score of each list, then

measuring how many standard deviations (z) the chosen structure is from the mean. The z-score

calibrates for absolute differences of GDT-TS score between different protein targets. It can be

positive (meaning that the chosen structure is better than average) or negative (meaning that ranking

did worse than the average).

The state-of-the-art results, as reported in [124], can be summarized as:

• Top performing systems ([124]): GDT-TS = 0.589; z-score = 1.11 to 1.17

• Oracle (best structures are manually selected): GDT-TS = 0.636; z-score = 1.81

• The second-best system (SVR-noZhang in [124]) achieves GDT-TS = 0.576 and z-score=1.02.

This difference of (0.589-0.576=0.013) is statistically significant from the top performing

systems according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Chapter Summary

We described the 3 applications (6 datasets) considered in this work. Characteristics of the datasets

are summarized in Table 3.5. Importantly, we note that each application has different characteristics,

which will be helpful in analyzing when an algorithm works and when it does not.
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Table 3.5: Summary of all datasets used in this work.

Information retrieval Machine translation

TREC TREC OHSUMED Arabic- Italian- Protein

2003 2004 English English prediction

# lists 50 75 106 482 500 73

label type discrete discrete discrete continuous continuous continuous

avg # objects/list 983 988 152 260 362 61-132

# features 44 44 25 9 10 25

evaluation MAP, NDCG BLEU,PER GDT-TS, z-score
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Chapter 4

A LOCAL/TRANSDUCTIVE FRAMEWORK FOR RANKING

In this chapter, we propose a simple yet flexible local/transductive meta-algorithm for ranking.

The key idea is to adapt the training procedure to each test list after observing the documents that

need to be ranked. This framework allows us to explore various assumptions in unlabeled data.

The organization of the chapter is as follows: The proposed local/transductive meta-algorithm

framework is presented in Section 4.1. Then we present a brief background review of RankBoost

(Section 5.1.2), a supervised ranking algorithm that serves as a basic component in each of the three

approaches we will discuss in subsequent chapters. Section4.3 describes an extension of RankBoost

that works with continuous-value labels, which will be necessary for the machine translation task.

The goal of this chapter is to set up the basics, so that we can delve into actual algorithms in Chapters

5 to 7.

4.1 Description of Local/Transductive Framework

We use the following notation in this chapter. For concreteness, we will present the ideas using

Information Retrieval as an example, so objects are documents, and lists are documents to be ranked.

Let q = query, d = list of retrieved documents, andy = list of relevance judgments. LetS=

{(ql ,dl ,yl )}l=1..L be the training set consisting ofL tuples of query-document-labels. Documents

within the setdl will be indexed by superscripts, i.e.d( j)
l where j = 1..Nl (Nl is the number of

documents retrieved for queryql ). The traditional task of “supervised learning” is to learna ranking

function usingS; the ranker is then evaluated on a previously unseen and unlabeled test setE =

{(qu,du)}u=1..U , whereU is the number of test queries. In transductive learning, both S and E

are available when building the ranking function, which is also then evaluated onE. This has the

potential to outperform supervised learning since (1) it has more data, and (2) it can adapt to the test

set. A pictorial representation of our problem is shown is Figure 4.1.

We now introduce our general framework for thinking about local/transductive ranking. We
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Figure 4.1: Supervised learning, inductive semi-supervised learning, and transductive learning: here
we focus on the transductive setting, where test query is observed during training.

motivate it with the following question:

Suppose we observe a particular test queryqu (let u = 1) and the corresponding list

of Nu=1 retrieved documents that need to be ranked (i.e.du=1 ≡ {d( j)
u=1}, j = 1..Nu=1).

Each document in this list is ak-dimensional feature vector comprising BM25, TF-

IDF, etc. What information can we exploit from thisk×Nu=1 set of numbers in order

to improve our ranking for this query?

It is important to note that we set up the problem so that only one test query/list is in focus at a

time, even though there may beU test queries in total. The rationale is that different test queries are

essentially independent problems from the perspective of the ranking function, and that it is likely

easier to extract information that will be helpful for one list, rather than many lists.1

Algorithm 1 presents our general framework (meta-algorithm) for transductive ranking in pseudo-

code. For each test listu, first we obtain some information from the raw document feature vectorsdu

(line 2). Then, we use this additional information, together with the original labeled training data,

1The motivation here has some analogies to query classification (c.f. [59]), which believes that different classes of
queries are best served by different ranking functions. We push this to the extreme by makingeveryquery be served
by its own ranking function.
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to obtain a ranking function (line 3). After the ranking function Fu(·) re-sorts the test listu, it can

be discarded (line 4). The loop (lines 1-5) need not be a sequential operation, but can be computed

in parallel since the ranking functions are trained independently.

Algorithm 1 Local/Transductive Meta-Algorithm
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Test setE = {(qu,du)}u=1..U

Output: Predicted rankings for test:{yu}u=1..U

1: for u = 1 toU do

2: Observe the test documentsdu = {d( j)
u } j=1..Ju for queryqu.

3: Train a ranking functionFu(·) using the Train SetSand the additional observed information.

4: Predict the test ranking:yu = Fu(du)

5: end for

Our proposed meta-algorithm can be contrasted with the established method of pseudo-relevance

feedback, which can be seen as a kind of transductive rankingtechnique. Pseudo-relevance feedback

(c.f. [157], [110] chapter 9) uses words in the initial top retrieved documents to generate a new query,

which is then used to retrieve a new list of documents. Although this new query may contain some

noise, as in the semi-supervised method of self-training, it may retrieve more relevant documents

that have little match with the original query. Note that pseudo-relevance feedback occurs at query-

time and the result is query-specific. In this respect it is similar to our transductive meta-algorithm.

The three main differences are:

1. Pseudo-relevance feedback usually uses textual information from the test list, whereas our

transductive meta-algorithm works purely from the document feature vectors

2. Pseudo-relevance feedback usually creates a new query, whereas our meta-algorithm creates

new ranking function.

3. Pseudo-relevance feedback depends on a self-training/bootstrapping assumption, whereas our

meta-algorithm leaves the assumption unspecified.
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Finally, we can also compare our meta-algorithm tolocal learning. Local learning differs from

traditional supervised learning in that it does not use the entire training set, but rather selects a

subset of samples close to each test sample [22]. The intuition is that fitting a smooth function

over a small partition of the feature space is easier than fitting a function over the entire space. Our

meta-algorithm could be termed local, due to properties such as training at query-time and fitting

test-specific functions; however, our meta-algorithm is more general in that it is not restricted to

techniques that subsample the training data. In the information retrieval literature, local learning by

k-nearest neighbors [62] and by query-time association rules [150] have achieved promising results.

The fact that we focus on a single test list at a time has several advantages:

1. Letting our unlabeled data be the test data (transductivescenario) is arguably a simpler situa-

tion than inductive semi-supervised learning [149]. One main goal of the thesis is to explore

how we can use unlabeled data, so the fact that the unlabeled data is the test data avoids

additional challenges associated with learning generalization.

2. Focusing on asingle test list at a time can be thought of as a form of local learning. Since

ranking functions can be complex, local learning can be a convenient method to improve over

state-of-the art baselines.

3. Importantly, combining local learning with transductive learning means that we only work

with unlabeled objects from thesamelist at a time. This can help give a meaningful inter-

pretation when we adopt assumptions from semi-supervised classification. For instance, the

Low Density Assumption on pairwise instances extracted from a single list may reveal cluster

structure, which gives a meaningful interpretation that objects with good and bad ranks exist

on opposite sides of the feature space. However, if we had extracted pairwise instances from

multiple lists, the cluster structure (if it exists), wouldbe more difficult to interpret.

We investigate three instantiations of this general framework: The Feature Generation approach

(Chapter 5) is based on discovering more salient features from the unlabeled test data and training a

ranker on this test-dependent feature-set. The ImportanceWeighting approach (Chapter 6) is based

on ideas in the domain adaptation literature, and works by re-weighting the training data to match
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the statistics of each test list. The Low Density Separationapproach (Chapter 7) exploits the cluster

assumption on pairs of objects extracted on the test list.

One note about terminology: We call the method “local” because it focused on a single test list

at a time, and “transductive” because it does not train untiltest data is received. However, some

may disagree with these terms. Especially, “transductive”sometimes imply that a set of test points

are provided–in our case we only have one test list and therefore do not leverage any potential

information that can be obtained across lists.

4.2 RankBoost: a supervised ranking algorithm

In successive chapters, we will use RankBoost or its variantas the component in Line 3 of Algorithm

1, therefore we will describe RankBoost in detail here. RankBoost [58] is an extension of the

boosting approach [129] for ranking. In each iteration, RankBoost searches for a weak learner that

maximizes the (weighted) pairwise ranking accuracy (defined as the number of document pairs that

receive the correct ranking). A weight distribution is maintained for all pairs of documents. If a

document pair receives an incorrect ranking, its weight is increased, so that the next iteration’s weak

learner will focus on correcting the mistake.

It is common to define the weak learner as a non-linear threshold function on the features (de-

cision stump). For example, a weak learnerh(·) may beh(d( j)) = 1 if “BM25 score > 1” and

h(d( j)) = 0 otherwise. The final ranking function of RankBoost is a weighted combination ofT

weak learners:

F(d( j)) =
T

∑
t=1

θtht(d
( j)), (4.1)

whereT is the total number of iterations.θt is computed during the RankBoost algorithm and its

magnitude indicates the relative importance of a given weaklearner (feature). Finally, a ranking

over a document listd is obtained by calculatingy j = F(d( j)) for each document and sorting the list

by the value ofy j .
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Algorithm 2 RankBoost
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Initial distributionD(i, j) over (i,j)

Output: Ranking functionF(·).

1: for t = 1 to T do

2: Find weak rankerht(·) on weighted dataD.

3: Choose step sizeθt

4: Update weightsD(i, j) = D(i, j)expθt(ht(d(i))−ht(d( j))). Normalize.

5: end for

6: Output final ranking functionF(d(n)) = ∑T
t=1θtht(d(n)).

4.3 Modifications to RankBoost for continuous-level judgments

RankBoost, by design, works with discrete relevance judgments. As seen in the pseudocode in

Algorithm 2, RankBoost extracts pairs of samples, where each pair represents two documents that

have different ranks. Two documents with the same rank are not included as pairwise data because

one does not need to learn whether one object is ranked higherthan another.2 RankBoost generally

assumes a discrete set of relevance judgments, so it is clearwhich pairs of documents should be tied.

However, for Machine Translation (as well as Protein Structure Prediction), the “relevance judg-

ment” comes in the form of real-valued scores. In MT, this maybe the sentence-level BLEU score;

for Protein Prediction, it may be the GDT-TS score of the structure. The question in this case is: If

we have two translations, do we extract them as a pair for RankBoost if one has BLEU of .43 and

the other has BLEU of .44? What if the difference is .43 vs. .45? Continuous value judgments pose

two problems for RankBoost:

1. A difference in value (i.e. .44 vs .43) may not be significant enough to warrant an extracted

pair. The values may be so close that the objects should practically be considered as tied.

2. If we were to extract pairs for all objects with absolute differences in their value judgments,

there may be too many pairs and the memory requirements may become prohibitive. In gen-

2There is recent work, however, that seeks to exploit this kind of tie information. c.f. [169].
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eral, the number of pairs for continuous labels scale asO(N2) (whereN is the number of

documents in a list), but for discrete labels with small cardinality, the number of extracted

pairs can be much smaller in practice.3 For largeN (e.g. N=1000 for 1000-best lists), the

memory requirement for continuous labels may become prohibitive while that for discrete

labels may still run efficiently.

A solution to the continuous-value label problem is to quantize the values into discrete lev-

els. This approach was taken in [133], which applied RankSVM/Perceptron to MT Re-ranking by

“splitting” the N-best list into positive and negative hypotheses. This essentially corresponds to a

two-level quantization, where the midpoint is tuned. The results were mixed, however.

We use a different solution here. Rather than applying quantization, we extract pairs only if

their score difference is above a threshold. This is clarified in the simple pseudocode in Algorithm

3. To compare this approach with quantization, consider thelist shown in Figure 4.2. We see that

quantization and Algorithm 3 extract very different pairs.

Algorithm 3 Pair extraction with threshold

Input: A training list (q,d,y), whered = {d( j)} j=1..N

Input: User-set thresholdt ≥ 0

Output: A setP of pairs(i, j), i, j ∈ (1..N) which represent hard preference relations

1: for i = 1 to N do

2: for j = 1 to N do

3: if y(i) > (y( j) + t) then insert(i, j) in P.

4: end for

5: end for

The relative performance of these approaches depends on thedata. Table 4.1 shows the dev set

BLEU score (on the Arabic task) for a variety of quantizationand pair extraction schemes. We chose

the best one (threshold=30) in all our following experiments. In general, Algorithm 3 outperforms

quantization on machine translation datasets.

3e.g. Suppose we have only two discrete labels, then the number of pairs range from(N−1)∗1 = N−1 to (N/2)∗
(N/2) = N2/4.
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BLEU of individual hypothesis in a list

(BLEU=1.0) 1. please press yellow button

(BLEU=.6) 2. please press the yellow the button

(BLEU=.5) 3. please press the button yellow

(BLEU=.4) 4. please press button yellow

(BLEU=.3) 5. please press a yellow the button

Figure 4.2: Pair extraction example. The quantization approach may discretize all labels with
BLEU>0.45 to 1 and all labels with BLEU< 0.45 to 0, leading to the pairs (1,4), (1,5), (2,4),
(2,5), (3,4). On the other hand, pair extraction with threshold (t=0.3) will extract entirely different
pairs: (1,2),(1,3),(1,4),(1,5),(2,5).

Chapter Summary

In this chapter we introduced the local/transductive framework for ranking. The next three chap-

ters will present practical algorithms that exploit different semi-supervised assumptions under this

framework.

We also reviewed RankBoost and a modification thereof to workwith continuous-level labels.

This supervised ranking algorithm will be basic componentsin the local/transductive algorithms of

the next chapters.
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Table 4.1: Dev set BLEU of various pair extraction schemes

Pair Extraction Method # Pairs Extracted Dev BLEU

Algorithm 3, t=40 41k 29.0

Algorithm 3, t=30 251k 29.2

Algorithm 3, t=20 1480k 29.1

Quantize: Best hyp = 1, Others = 0 24k 26.6

Quantize: All hyp with BLEU>40 = 1, Others = 0 282k 27.2

Quantize: All hyp with BLEU> than that chosen by MERT = 1 225k 27.3

Quantize: All hyp in top 70 percentile = 1 525k 26.4

Quantize by k-means 701k 27.3
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Chapter 5

INVESTIGATING THE CHANGE OF REPRESENTATION ASSUMPTION

The Change of Representation Assumption assumes that better feature representations are pos-

sible, and that unlabeled data can help discover these representations. In this chapter, we present a

Feature Generation Approach (Section 5.1) which exploits this assumption under the Local/Transductive

Framework (introduced in Chapter 4). Experimental evaluation of this approach in Information Re-

trieval, Machine Translation, and Protein Structure are presented in Sections 5.3 to 5.5. In addition,

a novel feature extraction algorithm is described in Section 5.2–this method enhances the Feature

Generation Approach.

5.1 Feature Generation Approach

The Feature Generation (FG) Approach, works by finding better features on the test data. It employs

two components:

• First, an unsupervised method (e.g. principal components analysis) is applied to discover

salient features for the test list.

• Second, a supervised method for learning to rank (e.g. RankBoost) is applied to a labeled

training data with this new representation, which ideally is more pertinent to the test list in

question.
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Algorithm 4 Feature Generation (FG) Approach to Transductive Ranking
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Test setE = {(qu,du)}u=1..U

Input: DISCOVER(), unsupervised algorithm for discovering salient patterns

Input: LEARN(), a supervised ranking algorithm

Output: Predicted rankings for test:{yu}u=1..U

1: for u = 1 toU do

2: Pu = DISCOVER(du) # find transform on test data

3: d̂u = Pu ·du # project test data alongPu

4: for l = 1 toL do

5: d̂l = Pu ·dl # project train data alongPu

6: end for

7: Fu(·) = LEARN({(ql , d̂l ,yl )}l=1..L)

8: yu = Fu(d̂u) # predict test ranking

9: end for

Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode for this Feature Generation approach1. DISCOVER() is a

generic unsupervised method that is applied to each test list du separately (line 2).LEARN() is a

generic supervised method for learning rank functions. Since the feature-based representations of

the training documents ({dl}l=1..L) are enriched with additional test-specific features (line5), we

learn a different ranking functionFu(·) for each test query (line 7).

The usefulness of test-specific features and test-specific ranking functions is illustrated in Fig-

ures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). These are plots of documents from twoTREC’04 queries. The x-axis shows

the (normalized) HITS Hub score of a document, while the y-axis shows the (normalized) BM25

score of the extracted title (both are important features for learning). Irrelevant documents are plot-

ted as small crosses whereas relevant documents are large dots. For the first query (Fig. 5.1(a)),

we see that the data varies mostly along the y-axis (BM25); for the second query (Fig 5.1(b)), the

variation is on the x-axis (HITS). These two document lists would be better ranked by two different

1Here, line 2 corresponds to line 2 in the Algorithm 1, lines 3-7 correspond to line 3 in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.1: Plots of documents for 2 different queries in TREC’04 (y-axis = BM25, x-axis = HITS
score). Relevant documents are dots, irrelevant ones are crosses. Note that (a) varies on the y-axis
whereas (b) varies on the x-axis, implying that query-specific rankers would be beneficial.

rankers, e.g. one which ranks documents with BM25> 2.5 as relevant, and the second which ranks

documents with HITS> 1.25 as relevant. A single ranker would find it difficult to simultaneously

rank both lists with high accuracy.

In this thesis, we use kernel principal components analysis(Kernel PCA) [130] as the unsu-

pervised method and RankBoost [58] as the supervised ranker. Kernel PCA is advantageous in its

flexibility in generating many different types of features by the use of different kernels.2 This is a

good combination with RankBoost, which has been shown to be relatively robust to variations in

tuning parameters and feature sets. These are described in detail in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Unsupervised feature extraction: Kernel PCA

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a classical technique for extracting patterns and performing

dimensionality reduction from unlabeled data. It computesa linear combination of features, which

forms the direction that captures the largest variance in the data set. This direction is called the

principal axis, and projection of a data point on it is calledthe principal component. The magnitude

of the principal component values indicates how close a datapoint is to the main directions of

variation.

2Since we are using PCA transforms, we are performing a kind offeature transformationas opposed tofeature
selection.
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Kernel PCA [130] is a powerful extension to PCA that computesarbitrarynon-linear combi-

nations of features. As such, it is able to discover patternsarising from higher-order correlations

between features. We can imagine Kernel PCA as a procedure that first maps each data point into

a (possibly) non-linear and higher-dimensional space, then performs PCA in that space. More pre-

cisely, letd be a list ofm documents andd( j) be the original feature vector of documentj.3 Then

Kernel PCA can be seen as the following procedure:

1. Map each documentd( j) to a new spaced( j) 7→ Φ(d( j)), whereΦ(·) is the (non-linear/high-

dimension) mapping.

2. Compute covariance matrix in this new space:

C = 1
m ∑m

j=1Φ(d( j))Φ(d( j ′))T . (T = transpose.Φ should be centered at zero mean–if not, this can

be achieved by some simple operations in kernel space [132])

3. Solve the eigen-problem:λv = Cv.

4. The eigenvectorsv with the largest eigenvaluesλ form a projection matrixP. Datapoints can

now be projected to the principal axes of the non-linear space defined byΦ(·).

In practice, Kernel PCA uses the dual formulation to avoid solving the above eigen-problem in

high dimensional space (this is known as the kernel trick). See [130] for the derivation; here we

only present the steps needed for this paper:

1. Define a kernel functionk(· , ·) : (d( j),d( j ′)) → R which maps two document vectors to a real

number indicating the similarity between the two documents.

2. There exist kernels of the form

k(d( j),d( j ′))= 〈Φ(d( j)),Φ(d( j ′))〉, (i.e. dot product of the document mappings in high-dimensional

space) such that the mapping does not need to be computed explicitly to get the kernel value.

3In the context of Kernel PCA, we drop the subscript indu to avoid clutter.du or d is a document list;d( j) is one
document vector within the list.
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3. Let them×m matrix K be the kernel values of all pairs of documents in the list. i.e. K j j ′ =

k(d( j),d( j ′)) ∀ j, j ′ ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}. This kernel matrix can be centered to ensure that the fea-

turesΦ are zero-mean.

4. Kernel PCA reduces to solving the eigen-problemmλα = Kα. We pick only theα with the

largest eigenvalues.

5. For a new documentd(n), its principal component is computed as∑m
j=1α jk(d( j),d(n)).

The kernel function defines the type of non-linear patterns to be extracted. In this work, we use

the following kernels:

• Polynomial: Computes dot product of all monomials of orderp, k(d( j),d( j ′)) = 〈d( j),d( j ′)〉p.

• Gaussian / Radial basis function: k(d( j),d( j ′)) = exp(− ||d( j)−d( j′)||
2σ ). This is an isotropic

kernel, with bandwidthσ adjusting for smoothness.

• Diffusion kernel [91]: This is suitable for graph data. We generate ak-nearest neighbor graph

with documents as nodes and edges defined by the inverse Euclidean distance 1/||d( j)−d( j ′)||.

k(d( j),d( j ′)) is defined by running a lazy random walk fromd( j) to d( j ′). A time-constant

parameterτ adjusts how long to run the random walk (e.g. largerτ leads to a more uniform

distribution). Performing Kernel PCA with diffusion kernels is equivalent to running PCA on

a non-linear manifold.

• Linear : k(d( j),d( j ′)) = 〈d( j),d( j ′)〉. Equivalent to PCA.

Kernel PCA scales asO(m3), due to solving the eigen-problem on them×m kernel matrix

K. Nevertheless, extremely fast versions have been proposed; for instance, Sparse kernel feature

analysis [139] is based on sparsity constraints and can extract patterns inO(m).

5.1.2 Supervised Ranking Algorithm: RankBoost

We use RankBoost as theLEARN() component of the algorithm. In theory, many algorithms can be

plugged in forDISCOVER() andLEARN(). In practice, it is important to consider the interaction
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between feature and learning, and to ensure thatDISCOVER() generates features thatLEARN() is

able to exploit. We believe that there are several advantages to using RankBoost with Kernel PCA

in our transductive framework:

1. Inherent feature selection: RankBoost selectsT features that are most conducive to good

rankings. Since there are no guarantees that the Kernel PCA’s directions of high variance

always correspond to directions of good ranking, RankBoost’s inherent feature selection re-

duces the need for tuning. For aLEARN() algorithm without inherent feature selection, we

may have to tune for (a) number of Kernel PCA features, (b) relative importance of Kernel

PCA features compared to original features.

2. Non-linear thresholding in weak learnersh(·): One could define the weak learner to be simply

the feature values (e.g.h(·) = raw BM25 score). This assumes that good ranking is directly

correlated to the feature values (e.g. large BM25 implies more relevance). Kernel PCA, how-

ever, may generate features that have a non-linear relationship to ranking (e.g. large positive

andnegative deviation from the principal axes implies less relevance). Non-linear rankers can

handle this possibility more robustly.

3. “Anytime” training: Boosting can be seen as gradient descent in function space [112] and

each iteration improves on the training accuracy. If training time is a concern (e.g. in practical

deployment of the transductive framework), then RankBoostcan be stopped before reaching

T iterations. The resulting ranker may be less optimized, butit should still give reasonable

predictions.

5.2 RankLDA: Supervised feature transformation for Ranking

The Feature Generation Approach described above employs Kernel PCA as the method to discover

useful features from the test list. However, this is not the only choice; in theory, any feature extrac-

tion/transformation method is possible.

In this section, we introduce a novel feature transformation method that complements Kernel

PCA. Kernel PCA is a totally unsupervised method, and as such, it ignores information from the

labeled part of the training data. While we rely on RankBoostto choose what Kernel PCA features
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are important for ranking, we could also directly generate features correlated with rank from the

outset. We therefore introduce asupervisedfeature transformation method called RankLDA. The

contributions with this method are that:

1. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first supervised feature transformation method that

exploits rank information. Related methods such as Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analy-

sis (LDA) was developed for classification, and therefore does not fit well into the ranking

framework.

2. Features generated by the proposed RankLDA can be included with the feature set generated

by Kernel PCA, thereby enlarging the model space for the Feature Generation Approach.

In the following, we first briefly review LDA, a feature transformation method for classification

of which our method is based, before describing our supervised RankLDA method.

5.2.1 Feature Transformation by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

Recall the notation as follows: Letq = query, d = list of retrieved documents, andy = list of

relevance judgments. LetS= {(ql ,dl ,yl )}l=1..L be the training set consisting ofL tuples of query-

doc-labels. Each documentd j
l is represented by a vector ofK features, and the goal of feature

transformation is to find a transformation matrixA ∈ RK×K′
,K′ ≤ K such that the projected

document vectorŝd j
l = ATd j

l , after input to a ranking algorithm, lead to better test results: i.e., a

ranking algorithm trained on̂S= {(ql , d̂l ,yl )}l=1..L should outperform the same algorithm trained

onS= {(ql ,dl ,yl )}l=1..L. In supervised feature transformation, the labelsyl are used for computing

A.

Fisher’s LDA is a classic method for computing the transformation matrixA for classification

problems. The main idea is to find a transformation vectorα that maximizes the covariance (scat-

ter) among class means while minimizing the covariance within the same class. For a multi-class

classification problem on dataset ({dl ,yl}l=1..L), we findα by:

argmax
α

αTBα
αTWα

(5.1)
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Figure 5.2: An example where LDA fails at ranking. Projecting on the y-axis will optimize Eq. 5.1
but doing so will reverse ranks 2 and 3. The x-axis is a better projection that respects the properties
of linear ordering among ranks.

whereB = ∑c(µc−µ)(µc−µ)T is the between-class scatter andW = ∑c ∑l :y=c(dl −µc)(dl −µc)
T

is the within-class scatter. (Here,c indexes the class,µc is the class mean,µ is the overall mean).

LDA can be applied to a ranking problem by treating the relevance judgment as class labels.

If discrete relevance judgment is provided for each document, then documents can be divided into

classes in a straightforward way (e.g. “very relevant”=class 3, “relevant”=class 2, “irrelevant”=class

1). If relevance judgment is continuous-valued or is in the form of preferences between document

pairs, then one should make some design decisions regardinghow to map each document to a class

label.4

[104] proved that ranking errors are upper-bounded by classification errors. One might there-

fore imagine that the LDA may work for ranking problems. However, one can construct artificial

examples where achieving optimal class separation in the LDA sense actually reverses the ranking

(Figure 5.2).

4The only additional modification we make in the ranking setting is to compute the scatter matrices independently for
each document list. This avoids problems of uncalibration across different lists, and also allows for extraction of more
features than the number of classes. For simplicity of presentation, in this paper, theB andW matrices are therefore
sums of matrices fromL lists.
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5.2.2 Description of RankLDA

Our RankLDA method extends Eq. 5.1 for ranking. For ease of presentation, consider a 3-level

ranking problem, where documents labeled 3 are preferred over those labeled 2, and 2 is preferred

over 1.

First, we modify the idea of between-class scatter for pairwise relations. For the 3-level rank

data, we would have 3 matrices:B12, B13, B23, whereBi j is the between-class scatter between docu-

ments labeledi and j.5 Second, we impose constraints on the projected variancesαTBi j α to respect

the fact that variance of far-apart ranksαTB13α should be larger than the variance of close-together

ranks, such asαTB12α . This constraint enforces the algorithm to avoid reversingranks at the ex-

pense of improving separability. Putting it together, we have:

argmaxα αTB̃α
αTWα (5.2)

s.t. αTB13α > αTB12α

αTB13α > αTB23α

whereB̃ = B13+B12+B23 is the combined between-class scatter.W is defined as in Equation 5.1.

Note that there is no constraint of the formαTB12α ∼ αTB23α , since we have no prior knowledge

which of the scatter values should be larger.

Algorithm 5 presents the general RankLDA method. In each iteration, we compute the projec-

tion vectorα in line 3, and the method of deflation is used to generate orthogonal projections iter-

atively. Note that slack variablesξq are added to allow for constraint violations and the parameter

β determines the tradeoff. It is interesting to note that the objective in RankLDA has analogs to the

formulation of RankSVM [82]. The main difference is that theconcept of margin is here replaced

with between-class scatter, and the constraints are now non-linear. We use a general interior-point

algorithm (Matlab Optimization Toolbox) to optimize the objective.

5For N-level rank data, we haveN(N− 1)/2 matrices corresponding toN(N− 1)/2 pairwise binary classification
problems.
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Algorithm 5 RankLDA
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: K′ = number of features to be extracted

Input: β = slack tolerance parameter

Output: Projection matrixA

1: for k = 1 toK′ do

2: ComputeBi j for all (i, j) pairs of distinct labels inyl . ComputeB̃ = ∑Bi j .

3: Find projection vectorα :

argmaxα αTB̃α
αTWα −β ∑ξq

s.t. αTBi j α + ξq > αTBrzα , ξq ≥ 0

for all preference relations(i ≤ r < z< j) or (i < r < z≤ j)

4: A(:,k) = α

5: Deflation: B̃ = B̃ − (αT B̃α)∗ααT)

6: end for

While we do not attempt these here, RankLDA can be extended toinclude:

1. Non-linear formulation via kernels [132].

2. Semi-supervised extension by, e.g. adding a graph Laplacian objective [29].

5.3 Information Retrieval Experiments

We perform experiments on the LETOR dataset (version 2) [107], which contains three sets of

document retrieval data: TREC’03, TREC’04, and OHSUMED. Our experiments compare the Fea-

ture Generation Approach (FG) with baseline systems under 5-fold cross validation, using MAP

and NDCG as evaluation metrics. The Baseline is a supervisedRankBoost, trained on the original

training data. See Chapter 3 for details about the data.

For Feature Generation, we employed the following kernels for Kernel PCA and extracted five

features for each, leading to an additional 25 features:
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• Polynomial kernel, order 2

• Gaussian kernel, bandwidth = 1

• Diffusion kernel, time constant = 1

• Diffusion kernel, time constant = 10

• Linear kernel

Note that the hyperparameters of these features are chosen arbitrarily and have not been exten-

sively tuned. They are only tested on a small subset of the development data to ensure that they are

reasonable hyperparameters. The reason we chose not to tunethe hyperparameters is that we work

in the transductive scenario, so in practice there will not be time to tune a new set of parameters for

a new set of dev/test data. We rely on RankBoost to choose the relevant features.

Table 5.1 shows the results (boldfaced MAP/NDCG numbers indicate a statistically significant

improvement (p < 0.05) over Baseline.) We observe that nice results: Feature Generation (FG) im-

proves over the Baseline in general. For example, for both TREC’03 and OHSUMED, FG achieves

MAP values that are significantly better than the baseline (.3058 vs. .2482 for TREC’03; .4481 vs.

.4424 for OHSUMED). Feature Generation also improves on alldatasets for various NDCG values,

though not all improvements are considered statistically significant.

For the OHSUMED dataset, which contains three levels of relevance judgments, we additionally

applied RankLDA to create additional features for the Feature Generation Methods. The result row

labeled (FG + RankLDA features) in Table 5.1 represents running RankBoost on top of the 25 orig-

inal features, 25 Kernel PCA features, and 10 RankLDA features. We observe that FG+RankLDA

gave a slight improvement over FG in MAP, a strong improvement over NDCG@1, and few changes

for NDCG at lower positions. It is conceivable that the RankLDA features, which especially aim to

separate ranks with large differences, have more impact on ranking top documents. In other words,

whereas pairwise accuracy gives the same loss when a document with either relevance label 2 or

1 is ranked above a document with label 0, RankLDA would emphasize a larger separation for the

case of label 2 than that of label 1. This may have the affect ofpushing label 2 documents higher in

the list, thereby improving NDCG@1.
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Table 5.1: Main result for Feature Generation (FG). In general, FG provides improvements over
baseline. Statistically significant improvements are bold-fonted.

MAP N@1 N@3 N@5 N@10 N@14

TREC’03

Baseline (supervised) .2482 .3200 .3455 .3404 .3388 .3401

Feature Generation .3058 .5200 .4332 .4168 .3861 .3994

TREC’04

Baseline (supervised) .3712 .4800 .4237 .4144 .4471 .4686

Feature Generation .3760 .4800 .4514 .4415 .4665 .4910

OHSUMED

Baseline (supervised) .4424 .4906 .4543 .4501 .4230 .4218

Feature Generation (FG).4444 .5094 .4787 .4600 .4469 .4377

FG + RankLDA features .4481 .5252 .4785 .4600 .4444 .4390

5.3.1 Information Retrieval: Detailed Analysis and Extensions

In order to understand the proposed framework better, we nowdescribe an assortment of further

experiments and analyses.

1. How important is it to adapt to the test query?

Does the Feature Generation approach obtain gains because Kernel PCA extracts good features

per se, or particularly because the features are extracted on the testset (i.e. the local/transductive

aspect)? Kernel PCA may extract better features due to reductions in noise and discovery of useful

non-linear combinations (due to the kernel). In order to answer this question, a new system (KPCA

on train) was built based on feature transformations estimated fromtraining data alone: Kernel

PCA was run on each training list (as opposed to projecting the training lists to principal directions of

the test lists). The subsequent rank learner and evaluationremain identical: we train RankBoost on

this data, which is the same training data as Baseline exceptfor the additional Kernel PCA features

and evaluated this new ranking function on the test set. The results (Table 5.2) show thatKPCA on
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train is worse than Feature Generation (e.g. .2511 vs. .3058 MAP for TREC’03), implying that

the transductive aspect of adapting to each test query is essential.

Table 5.2: Feature Generation (transductive) outperformsKPCA on train (inductive); adapting to
test queries is a useful strategy.

TREC’03 TREC’04 OHSUMED

Feature Generation .3058 .3760 .4444

KPCA on train .2511 .3625 .4418

Baseline .2482 .3712 .4424

2. How can Kernel PCA features be interpreted?

Kernel PCA features are in general difficult to interpret because they involve non-linear combi-

nations and theα generated from the eigen-problem represents weights on samples, not features.

Some insight into this question might be obtained by computing the correlation between the values

of a Kernel PCA feature and an original feature. Table 5.3 lists some features that correlate with

particular kernel PCA features (e.g. in TREC’04 query10, the Diffusion feature correlated highly

with HITS). It is important to note, however, that this kind of analysis only serves as extra reference

to help us understand particular test queries: most Kernel PCA features have little correlation to

original features. The average correlation on TREC’04 is less than 0.15.

3. What are the most useful features?

For the Feature Generation system, what weak learnersh(·) in the multiple ranking functions

(Fu(·) = ∑T
t=1θtht(·)) achieve large|θt |? For instance, how often are Kernel PCA features cho-

sen compared to the original features? To analyze this, we look at the 25 FG ranking functions

in TREC’04 that improve more than 20% over the Baseline. For each ranking function, we look

at the top 5 features and note their type:{original, polynomial, rbf, diffusion,

linear}. 24 of 25 functions have both original and Kernel PCA features in the top 5, indicating

that Kernel PCA features are quite useful. It is even more interesting to note that no single combi-

nation of types is more prevalent than others. Figure 5.3 shows that the distribution of these (feature
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Table 5.3: Some examples of original features that correlate highly with Kernel PCA features (coeff.
of determination in parentheses). However, most features (not listed) have low correlation due to
their non-linear relationship.

Polynomial Diffusion Linear

TREC’03 none Hyperlink feature LMIR.JM

query2 prop, weighted of anchor

out-link (.66) (.70)

TREC’04 dl of HITS authority LMIR.ABS

query10 anchor (.99) (.89) of title (.68)

OHSUMED none BM25 of BM25 of

query1 title+abstract title+abstract

(.78) (.82)

type) combinations. For example, seven of 25 rankers use a combination of original and diffusion

kernel features; four of 25 rankers use a combination of original and polynomial kernel features.

The results on the other two datasets show similar diversity. This again supports the intuition that

test-specific rankers are better than a single general ranker.

4. Linear vs. Non-linear PCA

How important is the non-linear aspect of Kernel PCA? Could similar gains be achieved if the

Feature Generation approach were restricted to using only linear PCA? To test this, we trained

new systems consisting of original features plus 5 linear PCA features, vs. original features + 5

polynomial, rbf, or diffusion kernel features. On TREC’04,we observe the MAP scores, in order:

.3701 (rbf), .3670 (poly), .3627 (diff), .3614 (linear). However, on TREC’03, linear is not the worst:

.3032 (diff), .2996 (linear), .2895 (poly), .2754 (rbf). Thus, non-linearity is important in most cases,

but one should not expect non-linear kernels to always outperform linear ones. The best strategy is

to employ multiple kernels.
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orig only (1)
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Diversity of boosted rankers

Figure 5.3: Pie chart showing the distribution of feature-type combinations for the 25 best rankers
in the TREC’04 dataset. The number in the parenthesis indicates the count. For example, 3 of 25
rankers use a combination original and linear kernel features. The chart shows a diversity of feature
combinations.
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Figure 5.4: Query-level changes in MAP: We show the number ofqueries (inFeature
Generation) that improved/degraded compared tobaseline. In TREC’03 (a), the majority
of queries improved, but in TREC’04 (b) and OHSUMED (c) a significant proportion degraded.
See text for more explanation.
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5. How does performance vary across queries?

In Section 5.3, we present overall results averaged over alltest queries. A more detailed analysis

would include per-query MAP and NDCG. Figure 5.4 reports a histogram of queries that are im-

proved vs. degraded by Feature Generation. For each plot, the bars on the right side indicate the

number of queries that improved more than 1%, 20%, and 50% over Baseline. Bars on the left side

indicate the number of queries that become more than 1%, 20%,and 50% worse than Baseline.

One observes that our FG approach does not give improvementsacross all queries. We are seeing

gains in Section 5.3 because the proportion of improved queries is greater than that of degraded

queries (especially for TREC’03).

It would be helpful to understand exactly the conditions under which the transductive approach

is beneficial vs. harmful. On TREC’03, there is slight evidence showing thatFG seems to benefit

queries with poorer baselines (See Figure 5.5, scatterplotof baseline and transductive MAP scores).

One hypothesis is that the original features of more difficult queries are not sufficiently discrimi-

native, so Kernel PCA has more opportunity to show improvements. Viewed in another way, note

that many of the our features (e.g. tfidf) attempt to quantifythe match between the query and the

document, so that high feature values usually correlate with better documents. However, while only

the relative differences between feature values matter in ranking, RankBoost gives absolute value

thresholds in its decision stumps. This implies that for some queries (possibly the difficult ones),

most documents may pass or fail the feature value thresholds. By applying Kernel PCA to the doc-

uments of these queries, we can again focus on the features that have large relative range, which is

expected to better discriminate among different documentsin the set.

Nevertheless, it is difficult to test the above hypothesis. We attempted to see if differences at

the query level correlates with e.g. (a) number of documents, (b) number of relevant documents, (c)

pairwise ranking accuracy in training, but no single factorreliably predicts whether a query will be

benefited by the transductive ranker.

6. How do individual RankLDA features compare with LDA and original features?

How well do RankLDA and LDA perform, irrespective of the follow-up training algorithm for

ranking? In order to evaluate this, we compared the first projection vectorα extracted via RankLDA
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Figure 5.5: Scatterplot of TREC’03 MAP results forFeature Generation (x-axis) vs.
baseline (y-axis).

or LDA. Specifically, we compute a singleα on the training set, and rank the documents in the test

set according to the projection valuesαTd.

Table 5.4 compares RankLDA and LDA with the best and worst of the original 25 original

features, where best/worst is determined on the test set (cheating experiment). For RankLDA, we

tried different β parameters (0.1,1,10,50,100) and report the one with the best setting based on

MAP/NDCG on the training set. We see that RankLDA consistently outperforms LDA, though it

does not achieve the (cheating) results of the best possibleoriginal feature.

RankLDA LDA Original (Min) Original (Max)

MAP 0.4309 0.3005 0.3331 0.4488

NDCG@1 0.4346 0.1429 0.1851 0.5042

NDCG@7 0.4149 0.1764 0.2328 0.4354

NDCG@14 0.4109 0.1865 0.2480 0.4208

Table 5.4: Performance of single features. RankLDA and LDA are the rankings derived from the
first projection vectorα . The Original column presents the minimum and maximum test perfor-
mance among the 25 original features.
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Table 5.5: Arabic-English MT results

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 24.3 26.5 27.9 28.6 29.3 47.9

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline23.7 26.4 28.0 28.9 29.6 47.9

Feature Generation (transductive)23.4 25.7 27.0 27.9 28.6 48.3

5.4 Machine Translation Experiments

We apply the Feature Generation Approach on the two Machine Translation datasets, i.e. the Arabic-

English and Italian-English IWSLT 2007 tasks. The experimental setup is identical to that described

in the Information Retrieval experiments, except for the one modification to the RankBoost algo-

rithm for continuous-value labels (see Section 4.3). For details regarding the data and task, refer to

Section 3.

We compare the Feature Generation Approach with two baselines. Comparison with the super-

vised RankBoost baseline can give insight into the effect ofunlabeled test data in training, since the

Feature Generation approach is based on RankBoost. However, RankBoost is not a conventional

algorithm used in MT, so we additionally compare with the MERT baseline. The MERT baseline

is computed by running the minimum error rate training (MERT) algorithm [119], which generates

linear weights.

The results for Arabic-English and Italian-English are presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The

general observations are:

1. RankBoost is comparable to MERT in terms of BLEU results. For the Arabic task, RankBoost

performs slightly worse than MERT for Top-1 BLEU but appearsto improve at a slightly

faster rate for Top-k with larger K.

2. However, Feature Generation gives degradation from the RankBoost baseline for both tasks.

For Top-1 BLEU, we have FG (23.4) vs. Baseline (23.7) for Arabic translation, and FG (21.2)

vs. Baseline (21.5) for Italian translation.
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Table 5.6: Italian-English MT results

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 21.2 23.1 24.3 25.0 25.7 52.6

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline21.9 23.6 24.7 25.4 26.0 51.7

Feature Generation (transductive)21.5 23.4 24.4 24.9 25.3 52.5

Surprisingly Feature Generation did not work well in MT (whereas it worked well in IR). In

order to analyze this, we first looked at the sentence-level BLEU score6 of Feature Generation vs.

RankBoost baseline results to see if there are consistent patterns of degradation. The visualization

(for the Arabic data, results for Top-5 BLEU) is shown in Figure 5.6. In these graphs, we take

the Top-5 result of FG (Overall BLEU=28.6) vs. RankBoost (Overall BLEU=29.6) and compared

BLEU at the sentence level. Interestingly, we see that differences on the sentence-level do not appear

to be large. The average difference of sentence-level BLEU scores between the two systems is only

0.5 points.
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Figure 5.6: Sentence-level BLEU analysis for Feature Generation vs. RankBoost Baseline. While
the corpus-level BLEU result for RankBoost is 1 point better, there does not appear to be significant
differences on the sentence level.

6Following [106], we compute a smoothed version of sentence-level BLEU with add-1 count for each n-gram precision
to prevent arbitrary zeros. An alternative but more complexmethod to approximating sentence-level BLEU is described
by [152].
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We then looked deeper into the rankers that were trained via the Feature Generation method.

On average, the pairwise training accuracy of FG rankers is 85.33%, compared to the RankBoost

baseline, which is 82.42%. This means that the training algorithm in FG approach is optimizing

the objective it was designed for better, due to the additional features. In fact, the percentage of

weight that belongs to Kernel PCA features in the FG approachis around 0.4 (see Figure 5.7 for

a histogram), which means that Kernel PCA features are consistently being used to a large extent.

However, on the level of the individual ranker, the correlation coefficient between this percentage

(i.e. how much weight is dedicated to Kernel PCA features, asopposed to original features) and the

sentence-level BLEU, isr =−0.0131. This means that the amount of usage of Kernel PCA features

has little correlation to the sentence-level BLEU score. Our summary of the observations:

1. In MT, Feature Generation performs worse than Baseline onoverall (corpus-level) BLEU, but

little difference is observed in sentence-level BLEU. Previous work has shown that sentence-

level BLEU may not correspond well to corpus-level BLEU, butthere is little choice for us

since RankBoost (or any standard learning algorithm, with the exception of MERT) requires

labels on the sentence level.

2. Feature Generation is indeed selecting Kernel PCA features during training, leading to better

pairwise training accuracies, but rankers with more weightassigned to Kernel PCA do not

necessarily achieve better sentence-level BLEU.

3. Therefore, the problem is likely that the pairwise accuracy optimized by RankBoost does not

correlate very well with corpus-level BLEU.

In IR there is a strong relationship between the pairwise accuracy and the MAP and NDCG

metrics, so enlarging the model space with additional features can give gains overall. For MT, there

is a much larger chance of fitting a mismatched objective (since the link between pairwise accuracy

and corpus-level BLEU is weaker), so more complex model spaces can lead to overfitting.

Another possibility is regarding the characteristics of the original features. There has been

work [62] showing that cosine similarity with queries, for example, provide useful information

for comparing lists. But in our setup throughout, we ignore the query (in IR) or source sentence (in
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Figure 5.7: The percentage of total weight in RankBoost belonging to Kernel PCA features, in
histogram (Arabic-English Translation Task)

MT); everything is done agnostically on the feature space.7 Despite this, in IR, features such astf-idf

directly encode some information about the query (e.g. it counts the number of times the query term

occurs in the document). However, in MT, features such as translation models only encode some

information about the source sentences, since there there are many ways to translate a give phrase.

This difference could potentially have an effect on the Feature Generation method.

5.5 Protein Structure Prediction Experiments

We applied the Feature Generation Approach to the Protein Structure Prediction dataset, using the

same methods as IR. Although the Protein Prediction task also has continuous level labels like the

MT task, we did not find the need to adopt a threshold in the pairextraction part of RankBoost.

Empirically, we have observed that extracting all pairs without a threshold gave the best result on

the training data.

The results for Feature Generation and the RankBoost and MERT baselines are shown in Tables

5.7 and 5.8. The MERT baseline of (GDT=.581, z-score=1.07) is comparable to the Support Vector

Regression baseline reported in [124] (GDT=.589, z-score=1.07).

We observe that:

7The reason for ignore the query text information is that we want our methods to be application-dependent.
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Table 5.7: Protein Prediction GDT-TS results

Top-k GDT-TS k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline .581 .590 .597 .601 .604

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline.579 .590 .595 .599 .604

Feature Generation (transductive).569 .586 .596 .601 .605

Table 5.8: Protein Prediction z-score results

Top-k z-score k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline 1.07 1.17 1.26 1.31 1.34

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline1.13 1.25 1.30 1.36 1.41

Feature Generation (transductive)1.07 1.24 1.33 1.40 1.41

1. Feature Generation performs worse than the baseline for k=1, k=2, but is comparable for k>3

in Top-k GDT-TS.

2. The z-score results show similar trends. In general, we conclude that the Feature Generation

method gives little gains or degradations for the Protein Prediction dataset.

3. None of the differences are statistically significant according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

To analyze the results in more detail, we look at the scatterplot (Figure 5.8) of Top-1 GDT-TS

values for Feature Generation vs. the RankBoost baseline. The scatterplot shows that a majority of

test lists do not exhibit GDT-TS differences for Feature Generation vs. Baseline. Only 19% of the

lists are improved by 0.01 GDT-TS, and only 26% of the lists are degraded by 0.01.

Doing a similar analysis as done in Machine Translation, we looked at whether there are sys-

tematic differences between the 19% of FG rankers that improved vs. the 26% of FG rankers that

degraded. Our goal is to determine whether the rankers that improved used a larger fraction of

weight for the new Kernel PCA features in RankBoost. This would indicate whether the new fea-

tures were useful; if the opposite trend were observed, thiswould indicate that the new features were
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Figure 5.8: Scatterplot of GDT-TS values: Feature Generation (.569 average GDT-TS) vs. Baseline
(.581 average GDT-TS). The majority of lists are not affected by Feature Generation; 19% of the
lists are improved by 0.01, 26% of the lists are degraded. Correlation coefficient = .9717

actually detrimental. However, Figure 5.9 shows that thereis actually little correlation between the

amount of KPCA usage and the GDT-TS value. Furthermore, observing the histogram of KPCA

usage (Figure 5.10), we see that there is on average only 17% usage of the new features, much

less than that of Machine Translation (40%). Further, the Pairwise Training accuracies of the FG

rankers (84.2% average accuracy, 83.9% minimum accuracy, 84.5% maximum accuracy) actually

do not deviate much from the Baseline system (83.6%). This isin contrast to what we observed in

Machine Translation–in that case, Pairwise Accuracy saw a statistically significant improvement of

3% when comparing FG to Baseline.

This together indicates that Feature Generation simply didnot affect the Protein Prediction

dataset very much. Unlike Information Retrieval, where newKernel PCA features are useful, and

unlike Machine Translation, where new Kernel PCA features were helpful for pairwise accuracy but

harmed corpus-level BLEU, in the case of Protein Prediction, the effect of Kernel PCA was simply

neutral and not used frequently by RankBoost.

Chapter Summary

We presented and evaluated the Feature Generation approach, whose main idea is to use Kernel

PCA to discover better features from the test list before applying a supervised RankBoost learner.
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Figure 5.9: There is little correlation between the amount of Kernel PCA usage in Feature Genera-
tion vs. the GDT-TS score. (Protein Structure Prediction)
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Machine Translation (Figure ), which on average has 40% of weight dedicated to KPCA.
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Results show that Feature Generation gave across-the-board improvements for all three Informa-

tion Retrieval datasets. However, it gave degradations forMachine Translation datasets and little

differences for the Protein Prediction dataset.

Our detailed analyses revealed several characteristics ofthe algorithm, such as:

• In Information Retrieval, it is not Kernel PCA per se, but itsapplication on the test list that

lead to improvements.

• Different test lists are best represented by different Kernel PCA feature representations, which

reinforce the idea that test-specific ranking is a worthwhile research direction.

• For the machine translation datasets, the Feature Generation method is indeed choosing Ker-

nel PCA features and improving the training pairwise accuracy. The fact that the method

worked for Information Retrieval but not Machine Translation seems to indicate that pairwise

accuracy is not as beneficial a surrogate loss function in MT as in IR.

• In Protein Structure Prediction, the new Kernel PCA features are simply not chosen often,

which results in small changes in the pairwise training accuracy of RankBoost and overall

little difference compared to the Baseline.

In addition to the above, we presented a novel feature extraction procedure for datasets con-

taining more than two levels of discrete judgment labels. This RankLDA procedure could be used

to enhance the Kernel PCA feature set in the Feature Generation Approach, and we indeed show

improvements in the OHSUMED IR dataset.
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Chapter 6

INVESTIGATING THE COVARIATE SHIFT ASSUMPTION

The idea of covariate shift (from domain adaptation literature) is that sample distribution differs

between the training and the test set, but the functional relationship (mapping input to output, i.e.

mapping a list to an ordering) remains the same. It assumes that observation of some unlabeled test

samples is sufficient to allow us to “shift” the training distribution such that it better matches the test

distribution.

In this chapter, we will propose a method that exploits the covariate shift assumption under

the Local/Transductive Framework. The proposed Importance Weighting Approach is presented in

Section 6.1 and evaluated in Sections 6.3 to 6.5. We also present a method to combine the Feature

Generation Approach with the Importance Weighting Approach in Section 6.2.

6.1 Importance Weighting Approach

We now detail a way to exploit the Covariate Shift Assumptionunder the Local/Transductive Frame-

work. The assumption is that each test list exists in a slightly different “domain” from the training

data, thus Importance Weighting techniques (which looks atthe locations of the unlabeled data in

feature space) could correct the bias and improve results. Acomparison of the standard covariate

shift assumption vs. our local/transductive version is shown in Table 6.1.

The Importance Weighting (IW) Approach requires the two following components:

• An domain adaptation algorithm,ADAPT(), that generates importance weights specific to

Table 6.1: Comparison of Covariate Shift Assumption for Classification and Ranking

Classification Local/Transductive Ranking

Feature Space Original vector of one object Difference features from pairs of objects

Test Domain All unlabeled vectors forms one domain One domain per list
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each test list.

• A supervised learning to rank algorithm,WEIGHTED-LEARN(), that can train on weighted

data. Essentially, only a weighted subset of the training data most similar to the test list will

be used in computing the ranking function.

Algorithm 6 Importance Weighting (IW) Approach to Transductive Ranking
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Test setE = {(qu,du)}u=1..U

Input: ADAPT(), a domain adaptation algorithm

Input: WEIGHTED-LEARN(), a supervised ranking algorithm that handles weighted data

Output: Predicted rankings for test:{yu}u=1..U

1: for u = 1 toU do

2: W = ADAPT(du,{(ql ,dl ,yl )}l=1..L) # find weighting over training samples such that samples

close to test have high weights

3: Fu(·) = WEIGHTED-LEARN(W,{(ql ,dl ,yl )}l=1..L)

4: yu = Fu(du) # predict test ranking

5: end for

Algorithm 6 shows the pseudo-code for the Importance Weighting (IW) approach. In our in-

stantiation,WEIGHTED-LEARN() is the AdaCost version of RankBoost [56] andADAPT() is the

Kullback-Liebler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP) [141]. KLIEP is currently the state-of-

the-art in importance weighting, its main advantages beingits automatic model selection procedure

and proven convergence properties. The main issue here is how to adjust the importance weighting

method developed for classification to a ranking problem. The samples to which importance weights

are applied depends onWEIGHTED-LEARN(). Since AdaCost-RankBoost is a pairwise ranking

algorithm, our importance weights will be applied to samples consisting of document pairs. If

WEIGHTED-LEARN()were a regression-based method, then we would define importance weights

for each training document; for listwise methods, the importance weights would be defined on the
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level of each query/list1.

6.1.1 Computing the Importance Weights

Our domain adaptation methodADAPT() works in the following steps:

1. Extract all pairs of documents from the training setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L where there are rank

differences (i.e.y j
l=1 6= yk

l=1). This is the same set of document pairs that would be extracted

from a pairwise ranking algorithm which maximizes pairwiseaccuracy, such as RankBoost.

Suppose there areLpair such document pairs.

2. Extract all pairs of documents from the test listdu=1 ≡ {d( j)
u=1}, j = 1..Nu=1. There will be a

total ofUpair = Nu=1∗ (Nu=1−1) such pairs.

3. For each train/test document pair, derive a single vectorrepresentation by taking the difference

of the original document feature vectors. For instance, forthe document pair(d( j)
l ,d(k)

l ) we

derive the difference vectorx≡ d( j)
l −d(k)

l . The set of difference vectors from the training set

will be {xl}l=1..Lpair ; the set of difference vectors from the test list will be{xu}u=1..Upair .
2

4. Run the KLIEP importance weighting algorithm [141] using{xu}u=1..Upair as samples from

the target domain. The method will generate weightsw(xl ) for each sample in{xl}l=1..Lpair .

For completeness, we briefly review KLIEP; for details, refer to [141]. KLIEP computes impor-

tance weightsw(xl ) without directly estimating the densities ˆptest(x) and p̂test(x). The main idea is

to minimize the Kullback-Liebler divergence between the test distributionptest(x) and the weighted

training distributionw(x)∗ ptrain(x):

KL(ptest(x)//w(x)∗ ptrain(x)) =

∫

ptest(x) log
ptest(x)

w(x)∗ ptrain(x)
dx (6.1)

=

∫

ptest(x) log
ptest(x)
ptrain(x)

dx−
∫

ptest(x) logw(x)dx (6.2)

1We would define importance weights on the level of lists in Section 8.4

2Note that for notational simplicity we have again overloaded the indexesu and l to index both lists and individual
vectors.
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The first term does not depend onw and can be dropped in the following objective:

OKLIEP =
∫

ptest(x) logw(x)dx (6.3)

≈
1

Upair

Upair

∑
u=1

logw(xu) (6.4)

=
1

Upair

Upair

∑
u=1

log
B

∑
b=1

βbψb(xu) (6.5)

(6.6)

where the last line follows from parameterizing the weightsw as a weighted average of basis func-

tions: w(x) = ∑B
b=1βbψb(x). In this work, these bases are Gaussian kernels centered at the test

samples:ψb(x) = exp(− ||x−xu=b||
2σ ).3 The kernel bandwidthσ are set by KLIEP’s automatic model

selection procedure. In addition, we will need the constraints thatβ ≥ 0 (so that the weightsw are

positive) and 1=
∫

w(x)ptrain(x)dx≈ 1
Lpair

∑Lpair

x=1 ∑B
b βbψ(xl ) (so that it is a proper distribution). The

resulting problem can be solved by linear programming. In the end, we have a weightsw(xl ) for

each document pair in the training data, where large values represent training document pairs occur

in high density regions of the test pairs.

6.1.2 AdaCost: RankBoost with Importance Weights

The weights{w(xl )}l=1..Lpair are given to the AdaCost-RankBoost learning algorithm. AdaCost will

ensure that training document pairs with large weights are ranked correctly during training, possibly

at the expense of other document pairs with smaller importance weights.

Algorithm 7 shows the AdaCost modification. Note that the only change from traditional Rank-

Boost (Algorithm 2 is the cost factorc(i, j) in Line 4 and its incorporation into the update equation

in Line 5. The cost factorc(i, j) is computed such that:4

• If importance weightw(d(i)−d( j)) is large and prediction is incorrect (i.e.ht(d(i) > ht(d( j))),

thenD(i, j) is increase much (i.e.c(i, j) is large)

3Note that the Gaussian kernel allows us to have infinite support for ptest(x) andptrain(x). Otherwise the integration
in Equation 6.1 may not be valid.

4We use the formulac(i, j) = 0.5∗ w̃(d(i) −d( j))+ 0.5 if the pair is correctly ranked, andc(i, j) = −0.5∗ w̃(d(i) −
d( j))+0.5 otherwise. ˜w is w normalized to[0,1].
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• If importance weight is small and prediction is incorrect, thenD(i, j) increases only slightly.

• If importance weight is large and prediction is correct, then D(i, j) decreases only slightly.

• If importance weight is small and prediction is correct, then D(i, j) decreases much.

Algorithm 7 RankBoost - AdaCost version
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Initial distributionD(i, j) over (i,j)

Input: Weights on each training document pairw

Output: Ranking functionF(·).

1: for t = 1 to T do

2: Find weak rankerht(·) on weighted dataD.

3: Choose step sizeθt

4: Compute cost factorc(i, j) depending on importance weightw

5: Update weightsD(i, j) = D(i, j)exp(c(i, j)θt (ht(d(i))−ht(d( j)))). Normalize.

6: end for

7: Output final ranking functionF(d(n)) = ∑T
t=1θtht(d(n)).

6.2 Combining Feature Generation and Importance Weighting

It is possible to combine Feature Generation and ImportanceWeighting into one method, since they

operate at different stages in the Local/Transductive Framework. Feature Generation modifies the

feature set, whereas Importance Weighting changes the optimization in RankBoost.

In this section we show one straightforward method for combining the two methods. The pro-

cedure is as follows:

1. For each test list, run Kernel PCA to obtain new feature representation

2. Run KLIEP on the new feature representation, obtaining a importance weighting for the train-

ing data (which are represented with augmented Kernel PCA features).
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3. Train AdaCost-RankBoost on the augmented features and importance weights.

This combined method allows us to effectively select (soft)subsets of the training data while

training with test-specific features. Since we believe thatdifferent feature representations are op-

timal for different queries, it may be reasonable to also believe that we should train on different

subsets of the projected training data, rather than the whole set.

Whether this method works depends on whetherbothof Change of Representation and Covariate

Shift Assumptions are satisfied.

6.3 Information Retrieval Experiments

In the experiments, we used our own implementation of AdaCost-RankBoost; the KLIEP software

is available from [141]. We compare three systems: supervised RankBoost baseline, Importance

Weighting, and the combined Feature Generation / Importance Weighting ranker.

The results are shown in Table 6.2. We observe that

• Importance Weighting outperforms Baseline in all three datasets. For example for MAP, we

have .2482 (Baseline) vs. .2932 (Importance Weighting) forTREC’03. The improvements

are statistically significant for numerous metrics on all datasets.

• The Combined FG+IW method improves upon Importance Weighting and achieves the best

result overall. Further, observing Figure 6.1 which compares FG, IW, and FG+IW, we note

that on virtually all metrics and all datasets, the combinedmethod performs better or equiva-

lent to either of FG or IW individually.

We now present a few more detailed analyses to better characterize the Importance Weighting

method:

1. What is the effect of extracting all pairs of test documents

We demonstrated that the Importance Weighting approach consistently improves over the supervised

Baseline. However, it is not clear whether our weights are optimal–there may be other sets of

weights that achieve even better results. In particular, weare interested in the question of whether
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Table 6.2: Importance Weighting Results on Information Retrieval. Importance Weighting (IW)
outperforms the Baseline in various metrics. The combined Feature Generation (FG) and IW method
gave further improvements.

MAP N@1 N@3 N@5 N@10 N@14

TREC’03

Baseline (supervised) .2482 .3200 .3455 .3404 .3388 .3401

Importance Weighting .2932 .4800 .3858 .3862 .3713 .3755

Combined FG+IW .3219 .5250 .4321 .4138 .4023 .3990

TREC’04

Baseline (supervised) .3712 .4800 .4237 .4144 .4471 .4686

Importance Weighting .3834 .4800 .4456 .4353 .4653 .4810

Combined FG+IW .3891 .4833 .4487 .4483 .4554 .4873

OHSUMED

Baseline (supervised) .4424 .4906 .4543 .4501 .4230 .4218

Importance Weighting .4440 .5000 .4483 .4466 .4319 .4280

Combined FG+IW .4497 .5010 .4897 .4765 .4431 .4422
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Figure 6.1: Combining Feature Generation with Importance Weighting allows for soft selecting of
the projected training data. Combined results improves MAPfor all three datasets (a) OHSUMED,
(b) TREC’03, and (c) TREC’04. Results are mixed for NDCG.
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extracting all pairs of documents from the test list actually introduces a bias in the test distribution,

since in actuality most of these pairs are not ranked pairs but ties.

Thus, we performed a cheating experiment: rather than extracting all pairs of documents in the

test list, we extract only the pairs that have rank differences by observing the test labels. These

“oracle” document pairs correspond to samples that contribute to the actual pairwise ranking test

accuracies. On average, this corresponds to a 70%-80% reduction in the number of document pairs.

This would therefore be a “more focused” target domain. The results in figure 6.2, as expected,

show that the current importance weights can be improved, though the gap is not large for the case

of OHSUMED. The test list has roughly 1000 documents for TREC’03 and 150 for OHSUMED.

We believe there is more chance for improvement in TREC’03 since there are many more possible

test document pairs in that dataset.

Note that this oracle result does not necessarily imply the absolute upper limit of the potential

of Importance Weighting, since we are still using a particular implementation (KLIEP) to compute

these weights. Though KLIEP is a state-of-the-art algorithm, there are other methods that may

potentially achieve better weights.5

2. What are the statistics for the importance weights?

We are interested in seeing how well-matched is the trainingset to the test query, and whether KLIEP

is indeed selecting subsets of the training data. Figure 6.3shows histograms of importance weight

values associated with a random set of test queries. Note that the histograms vary widely, i.e. for

the same pairs of training documents, the corresponding importance weight varies a lot depending

on the test list in question. This supports our rationale fortreating each test list as a new domain

adaptation problem.

Further, we compute general statistics on the importance weights, shown in Table 6.3. First,

note that the cardinality of the importance weight distribution is similar for both OHSUMED and

TREC’03: there are roughly 150k-230k training pairs for OHSUMED and 130k-270k training pairs

for TREC’03 (the variation is due to different folds). Therefore we may compare weight values

5For example, we have experimented with enhancing KLIEP withranking-specific features derived from the initial
list. Though the results are not statistically different (not reported here), it does show small improvements over the
standard KLIEP algorithm. The point is that we think improvements to include ranking characteristics into a otherwise
standard Importance Weighting algorithm could bring additional improvements.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of importance weights extracted with all test pairs (current implementation)
or oracle test pairs (cheating experiment). (a) OHSUMED shows a smaller gap, while (b) TREC’03
implies more chance for improvement can be achieved.
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Figure 6.3: Importance weight histogram from some OHSUMED queries. The x-axis is the impor-
tance weight value; y-axis is the histogram count. The largevariety in distribution implies that the
target test statistics differ drastically.
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Table 6.3: Importance weight statistics. Median representthe average median value of importance
weights, across all test lists. Similarly, the 25Rh/75h quantile capture the value of the 25th and 75th
portion of the weight’s cumulative distribution function (CDF). Standard deviation and entropy
show how much the importance weight distribution differs from the uniform distribution. Uniform
distribution would achieve an entropy of 2.48 (entropy is calculated discretely by dividing the weight
histogram into 12 bins).

OHSUMED TREC’03 TREC’04

(all pair) (oracle pair) (all pair) (oracle pair) (all pair) (oracle pair)

Median 0.9142 0.6588 0.5140 0.0370 0.0461 0.0539

75th Quantile 1.2808 1.1304 1.3642 0.2406 0.5137 0.0772

25th Quantile 0.6104 0.3789 0.1420 0.0143 0.0011 0.0533

Mode 0.9031 0.6511 0.0416 28.9366 0.3041 56.4709

Std Deviation 0.5712 1.4719 1.2951 18.7540 3.2136 35.3528

Entropy 1.8582 1.7784 1.9653 0.8520 1.2753 0.4803

across datasets to draw some conclusions. The median value for importance weights is 0.91 for

OHSUMED and 0.51 for TREC’03. The 25th Quantile value is alsomuch lower for TREC’03, im-

plying that KLIEP assigns relatively more low values to TREC’03 as compared to OHSUMED. Sim-

ilarly, the higher standard deviation in TREC’03 suggests that the weight distribution for TREC’03

is more skewed and broader than OHSUMED. In other words, we can say that the Importance

Weighting approach ignores more training data in TREC’03 than in OHSUMED. We are not certain

why this is so, but this may be due to the fact that the TREC datahas more features, thus more

chance of domain variety.

We also observe interesting statistics when comparing the (all test pairs) with (oracle test pairs)

implementation (see Section 6.3). The (oracle test pairs) case results in a more focused target

domain, so the importance weight distribution becomes morepeaked: the entropy becomes lower,

standard deviation becomes higher, and in general many moresamples get low weights (leading to

lower median and lower 25th quantile).
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3. Both FG and IW gave improvements over the Baseline. How do they compare under data ablation

experiments?

We performed data ablation experiments to see how Feature Generation and Importance Weighting

compare for low data scenarios. For each fold, we artificially limited the training data by taking

the first 40%, 60%, and 80% of the training data (i.e. TREC’03 has 30 queries for training in each

fold, so we would take the first 12, 18, and 24 queries as ablated data). The original datasplit is

already randomized and independently sampled, so we do not expect any biases with this subsam-

pling scheme. The results for MAP and NDCG@10 are shown in Figure 6.4. The Importance

Weighting approach consistently improves over the Baseline and can therefore be considered a rela-

tive safe/stable algorithm. On the other hand, Feature Generation performs well for 80% and 100%

but is usually worse than Baseline for 40% and 60% cases. (This corresponds to 18 and 27 train-

ing queries in TREC’04; 25 and 38 training queries in OHSUMED.) We believe this is due to the

fact that Feature Generation creates more features, and is therefore more sensitive to the amount of

training data.

6.4 Machine Translation Experiments

We repeated the experimental setup for Machine Translation. The results for Arabic-English and

Italian-English are presented in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. The general observations are:

1. Importance Weighting improves over the RankBoost baseline slightly for both tasks. In

Arabic-English translation, Importance Weighting is 0.7 to 0.9 BLEU points higher than Base-

line for Top-K (K = 1 to 5). In Italian-English, Top-1 BLEU is equivalent for both systems

but forK > 1, Importance Weighting outperforms by 0.5 to 1.1 BLEU points. However, these

improvements are not statistically significant according to the bootstrapping ttest procedure

[167].6

2. The Combined FG+IW performs worse than IW individually, in general, and is often worse

6BLEU is a corpus-level metric, not an average of sentence-level metrics. Therefore, in order to compute confidence
levels, bootstrapping is used. The idea is to randomly select (with repeats) sentences from the hypothesized outputs.
Each set of random selection corresponds to a “sample” in thesignificance test. We perform 1000 samples, compute
BLEU scores for each, and judge significance by the paired t-test, withp < 0.05.
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Table 6.4: Arabic-English MT results

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 24.3 26.5 27.9 28.6 29.3 47.9

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline 23.7 26.4 28.0 28.9 29.6 47.9

Importance Weighting (transductive)24.6 27.1 28.7 29.6 30.5 47.7

FG+IW 23.3 26.0 27.6 28.4 29.0 47.9

Table 6.5: Italian-English MT results

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 21.2 23.1 24.3 25.0 25.7 52.6

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline 21.9 23.6 24.7 25.4 26.0 51.7

Importance Weighting (transductive)21.9 24.7 25.8 25.9 26.5 51.5

FG+IW 21.6 23.5 25.0 24.9 25.6 52.5

than the supervised Baseline as well.

It is interesting to observe that FG+IW performed worse thanIW in Machine Translation but

gave further improvements in Information Retrieval. We suspect that since the new Kernel PCA

features do not correlate well with BLEU (and indeed FG did not perform well by itself in Machine

Translation), it is detrimental to include them in calculating importance weights.

6.5 Protein Structure Prediction Experiments

The results and conclusions for Protein Structure Prediction is very similar to that of Machine Trans-

lation. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 compares IW and FG+IW with baselines and show that:

1. Importance Weighting slightly improves over supervisedbaselines for all k’s in Top-k GDT-

TS. However, the improvements are not statistically significant according to the Wilcoxon

signed rank test.
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Table 6.6: Protein Prediction GDT-TS results

Top-k GDT-TS k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline .581 .590 .597 .601 .604

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline .579 .590 .595 .599 .604

Importance Weighting (transductive).583 .596 .603 .605 .608

FG+IW .568 .584 .593 .596 .601

Table 6.7: Protein Prediction z-score results

Top-k z-score k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline 1.07 1.17 1.26 1.31 1.34

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline 1.13 1.25 1.30 1.36 1.41

Importance Weighting (transductive)1.15 1.26 1.33 1.35 1.39

FG+IW 1.02 1.23 1.29 1.32 1.39

2. Using the Kernel PCA features to compute important weights appear to be detrimental, and

the combined FG+IW performed worse than IW itself. This is observed in both GDT-TS

scores and z-scores.

Further, we look at the scatterplot of GDT-TS values for Importance Weight vs. Baseline to

see how results vary by individual lists. Figure 6.5 shows that Importance Weighting can be called

a low-risk enhancement in the sense that the majority of lists (68%) are not affected much by the

weighting, and that the degree of improvement/degradationis relatively mild.

Chapter Summary

We presented the Importance Weighting Approach, which exploits the covariate shift assumption

by adapting the training distribution to each test list. This is achieved by modifying the KLIEP

importance weighting method for pairwise instances and using an AdaCost version of RankBoost

to incorporate distributions.
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Importance Weighting appears to be a relatively stable method, achieving gains in all datasets.

In particular, the majority of gains in Information Retrieval are statistically significant. Data ablation

experiments also show Importance Weighting to be a stable method that consistently outperforms

the Baseline (in contrast to Feature Generation, which may underperform in low data scenarios).

We also experimented with a Combined Feature Generation andImportance Weighting ap-

proach, which has the potential to adapt to test lists both indistribution and feature representation.

This combined method gave further improvements in Information Retrieval, but actually degraded

results in Machine Translation and Protein Prediction. This is most likely due to the effectiveness of

Kernel PCA features in the first task and their correspondingineffectiveness in the two latter tasks.
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Figure 6.4: Data ablation results (MAP and NDCG@10) of (a) OHSUMED, (b) TREC’03, (c)
TREC’04 for 40%, 60%, and 80% subsets of training data. Importance Weighting consistently
improves over the Baseline. Feature Generation performs well for larger data but poorly in the 40%
and 60% cases.
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Figure 6.5: Scatterplot of GDT-TS values: Importance Weights (.583 average GDT-TS) vs. Baseline
(.581 average GDT-TS). The majority of lists are not affected by Importance Weights; 12% of the
lists are improved by 0.01, 20% of the lists are degraded. Correlation coefficient = .9827
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Chapter 7

INVESTIGATING THE LOW DENSITY SEPARATION ASSUMPTION

7.1 Pseudo Margin Approach

Here we propose a method to exploit the low density separation assumption under the Local/Transductive

Framework. Under the low density separation assumption, unlabeled data is used to define regions

of low-density vs. high density. The (classification) function is assumed to cut through low-density

regions, which corresponds to the intuition that objects that cluster together belong to the same

category.

One common way to implement this assumption is using the concept of a “pseudo-margin”

[82, 16, 51]. We will briefly portray this idea with boosting (classification), following [16]: For

labeled data{(xi ,yi)}i = 1..L, wherex are the features andy are the (classification) labels, AdaBoost

minimizes the following objective function:

∑
i∈labeled

exp(−yiF(xi)) (7.1)

whereF(xi) is the value of the classification function on samplexi . The productyiF(xi) is called the

margin (following support vector machine literature), andit is positive if the (binary) classification

is correct, negative otherwise. By minimizing the objective, we are basically maximizing the margin

for labeled points.

For an unlabeled sample, the margin (or pseudo-margin, to make the distinction with the la-

beled case clear), the margin is defined as|F(xi)|. This is equivalent to assuming that the label is

sign(F(xi)), i.e. which means that we trust the prediction to be correct.The objective with unlabeled

points therefore becomes:

min ∑
i∈labeled

exp(−yiF(xi))+ γ ∑
i∈unlabeled

exp(−|F(xi)|) (7.2)

The effect of the second term is low density separation. The hyperparameterγ adjusts for its
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importance in the overall objective. The functionF(·) will veer away from any unlabeled samplexi

in order to achieve large pseudo-margin.

Previous work in classification has applied the pseudo-margin idea to boosting. The ASSEM-

BLE system of [16] achieved the best result of the NIPS 2001 Unlabeled Data Competition. Here,

we will extend the pseudo-margin idea in [16] to RankBoost.

The main idea in our extension to ranking is to measure the pseudo-margin on pairwise samples.

In (supervised) RankBoost, the objective function minimizes:

∑
(i, j)

exp(−(F(xi)−F(x j)) (7.3)

for all pairs (i,j) where item i ranks above item j. Here,y∗ (F(xi)−F(x j)),y = 1 can be thought of

as the margin. To extend this to unlabeled samples, we simplydefine the pseudo-margin

|F(xi)−F(x j)|for any pair (i,j) from unlabeled list (7.4)

Thus, our approach first extracts all pairwise samples from an unlabeled list. Then we minimize,

∑
(i, j)∈labeled

exp(−(F(xi)−F(x j)))+ γ ∑
(i, j)∈unlabeled

exp(−|F(xi)−F(x j)|) (7.5)

which leads to low density separation in the pairwise samplespace. The pseudo-code for the

overall framework is shown in Algorithm 8, and the pseudo-code for the modified RankBoost is

shown in Algorithm 9. Note that in contrast to previous methods, this method requires a semi-

supervised ranking algorithm in the inner-loop of the general Local/Transductive Framework.

Importantly, we should note that using the pseudo-margin inbinary classification automatically

carries an implicit (and usually valid) assumption that an unlabeled point is either one class or the

other. In a similar vein, using it in the ranking scenario automatically assumes that one item is defi-

nitely rank above another item (though we do not know which iswhich). This assumption in ranking

actually leaves out one potential option: that is, the two items being of the same rank. Therefore,

in cases where many ties are possible from the pairwise samples extracted from an unlabeled list,

pseudo-margin as defined here may not be a suitable way to exploit unlabeled data. We will observe

this effect in our experiments.
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Algorithm 8 Pseudo-Margin (PM) Approach to Transductive Ranking
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Test setE = {(qu,du)}u=1..U

Input: PAIR-EXTRACT(), a procedure to extract pairs of samples

Input: SEMI-LEARN(), a semi-supervised ranking algorithm

Output: Predicted rankings for test:{yu}u=1..U

1: for u = 1 toU do

2: P = PAIR-EXTRACT(du)

3: Fu(·) = SEMI-LEARN(W,{(ql ,dl ,yl )}l=1..L,P)

4: yu = Fu(du) # predict test ranking

5: end for

Algorithm 9 RankBoost with Pseudo-Margins
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Unlabeled PairsP.

Input: Initial distributionD(i, j) over (i,j)

Output: Ranking functionF(·).

1: for t = 1 to T do

2: Find weak rankerht(·) on weighted dataD.

3: Choose step sizeθt

4: Compute cost factorc(i, j) depending on importance weightw

5: Update weightsD(i, j) = D(i, j)exp(c(i, j)θt (ht(d(i))−ht(d( j)))) for (i,j) from labeled data.

6: Update weightsD(i, j) = D(i, j)exp(c(i, j)θt (|ht(d(i))−ht(d( j))|)) for (i,j) from unlabeled

data. Normalize.

7: end for

8: Output final ranking functionF(d(n)) = ∑T
t=1θtht(d(n)).
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7.2 Information Retrieval Experiments

In the experiments we evaluate whether low density separation of pairwise samples is a suitable

objective for ranking. We will compare three systems:

1. Baseline: Supervised RankBoost

2. Pseudo Margin Approach, as described in the previous section

3. Pseudo Margin with Oracle Pairs: This is a semi-cheating experiment where only pairs of

documents that are not tied in rank are extracted for computing pseudo margins. In other

words, whereas the standard (and non-cheating) Pseudo Margin Approach extracts all possible

pairs from the test list (i.e.(N∗N−1)/2 pairs in total forN documents), the “Pseudo Margin

with Oracle Pairs” system extracts only a subset of pairs which are known to have rank label

differences.

It is important to note that the Oracle Pairs system, though provided with documents pairs that

are not tied, is not given information as to which of the pair is ranked above the other. That is why

we say it is asemi-cheating experiment. In a sense, this system more closely resembles the low

density separation assumption in classification, where it is clear that the unlabeled sample (in this

case, unlabeled pair) is one of two classes (and that their isno third option).

The Pseudo Margin Approach has one hyperparameter (γ) for trading off the effect of labeled

versus unlabeled samples. In all our experiments here we setit to a default of 0.5∗Nl /Nu (where

Nu andNl are the number of unlabeled and unlabeled pairs), meaning that the loss from the pseudo-

margin is half of that of the real labeled margin. Preliminary experiments show that RankBoost

is relatively insensitive to the adjustment of this hyperparameter in reasonable domains: we obtain

similar results for values 0.1 to 1.0.

The results for Information Retrieval are shown in Table 7.1. We observe that:

• The Pseudo Margin Approach in general performs worse than orequal to the Baseline. The

only exception where Pseudo Margin performed better (statistically-significant) is for the
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Table 7.1: Pseudo Margin Results. The Pseudo Margin approach performed equal to or worse than
the Baseline due to violation of the low density separation assumption. Most unlabeled document
pairs are in practice tied in rank and should not be encouraged to have large margins. Once these
tied pairs are removed, the Oracle Pairs result show dramatic improvements for all datasets.

MAP N@1 N@3 N@5 N@10 N@14

TREC’03

Baseline (supervised) .2482 .3200 .3455 .3404 .3388 .3401

Pseudo Margin .2502 .3400 .3399 .3500 .3403 .3433

w/ Oracle Pairs .5158 .7000 .6704 .6392 .6143 .6170

TREC’04

Baseline (supervised) .3712 .4800 .4237 .4144 .4471 .4686

Pseudo Margin .3502 .4533 .4143 .4070 .4350 .4524

w/ Oracle Pairs .6858 .8400 .7999 .7598 .7470 .7501

OHSUMED

Baseline (supervised) .4424 .4906 .4543 .4501 .4230 .4218

Pseudo Margin .4520 .4560 .4342 .4334 .4208 .4196

w/ Oracle Pairs .5136 .5252 .5159 .5117 .4941 .4948

MAP metric for OHSUMED.1

• Pseudo Margin with Oracle Pairs performed overwhelmingly above the baseline, giving the

best results so far. This is a semi-cheating experiment, butit shows how tied pairs invalidates

the low density separation assumption.

To investigate deeper the issue of tied pairs, consider the following statistic for TREC’03:

• There are roughly 983 documents per list. Thus the Pseudo Margin approach would extract

983∗982/2 = 482,653 pairs of documents.

1In this case, it appears that precision at low ends is benefiting from the Pseudo Margin, which improved MAP overall.
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• There are however only 2 levels of relevance judgments in TREC (relevant vs. irrelevant), and

on average there are only 1 relevant document in the list of 983 documents. This means that

there are only 1∗982= 982 pairs of documents with different ranks (i.e. the OraclePairs).

• Only 982 out of 482,653 pairs are not tied. This is 0.02%. In other words, the vast majority of

extracted pairs in the Pseudo Margin approach are forced to have large margin, but in actuality,

they should be tied and have little margin.2

The issue of tied ranks is interesting because it reveals a case where assumptions from semi-

supervised classification do not apply to ranking.

It may be possible to enhance the Pseudo Margin Approach in tied-rank datasets, using for

example a two-step approach. In the first step, a traditionalranker is used to order the test documents.

Then, assuming this is a relatively accurate ordering, we can divide the documents into top-half

and bottom-half, then extract document pairs between thesetwo halves. This strategy relies on

the Bootstrapping assumption in the first step, but we do not need to assume that the top-half is

necessarily better than the bottom-half. The order could bereversed–as long as the tied pairs are

eliminated, then the low density separation assumption used in the second step becomes suitable.

Another possibility is to reformulate the objective such that tied pairs are accounted for. We

know that for non-tied pairs, we would like to minimize∑(i, j)∈unlabeledexp(−|F(xi)−F(x j)|) and for

tied pairs, we would alternatively like to minimize∑(i, j)∈unlabeledexp(|F(xi)−F(x j)|). Further, from

the labeled dataset, we can estimate the ratio of tied vs. non-tied pairs. This prior information could

potentially be incorporated into the obective such that a fraction of the unlabeled pairs maximizes

pseudo-margin while another portion minimizes it, and the optimization technique has the flexibility

to choose which pair belongs to which category. This is analogous to transductive SVM solutions

[82] where one can specify the ratio of positive vs. negativesamples in the unlabeled sample.

2In fact, we performed an additional experiment where weminimizerather than maximize the pseudo-margin. This
actually gave improvements in OHSUMED (.4800 MAP) and TREC’04 (.3523 MAP), but not for TREC’03 (.2503
MAP).
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7.3 Machine Translation Experiments

The experimental setup for Information Retrieval is repeated for Machine Translation, with very

different results.

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show that the Pseudo Margin Approach gave significant improvements over

the Baseline, and in fact performs better than the Oracle Pairs version. Since machine translation

uses continuous-value labels, we define oracle pairs in the same way labeled pairs are defined: if

the difference of sentence-level BLEU exceeds a certain threshold, then a pair is considered to be

ranked. If the difference is below the threshold (or zero), then they are considered tied.

In Arabic-to-English translation, the Top-1 BLEU of 26.1 for Pseudo Margin outperforms the

Baseline of 24.3. Similarly, the BLEU score of Oracle Pairs (25.0) also improves upon the Base-

line. In Italian-to-English translation, Pseudo Margin (24.3) and Oracle Pairs (23.7) also outperform

Baseline (21.2). Interestingly, for this dataset, using only Oracle Pairs actually does not perform as

well as extracting all pairs. This is because there are actually relatively few ties in the Machine

Translation N-best lists–these lists have been de-duplicated so that identical surface strings are re-

moved, and so most pairs of hypotheses would likely benefit from the large pseudo-margin. In

contrast to the 0.02% non-tied pairs in Information Retrieval, in the Arabic task for example there

are up to 20% of pairs that are not tied in terms of sentence-level BLEU.

Finally, we compare the translation output of baseline vs. Pseudo Margin in more detail. Table

7.2 shows the breakdown comparison of BLEU computation. We observe that the gains in BLEU

for Pseudo Margin comes from better n-gram matches (and not the brevity term). Figure 7.1 shows

some example translations obtained by the different methods.

We conclude that the low density separation assumption works well for our machine translation

data. It would be worth investigating in future work whetherthis generalizes to other machine

translation datasets.

7.4 Protein Structure Prediction Experiments

The results for Protein Structure Prediction are shown in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. We observe slight

degradations with the Pseudo Margin Approach. The Oracle Pairs system performs slightly better

than the standard Pseudo Margin Approach, but do not outperform the Baseline as seen in Informa-
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Table 7.2: Breakdown comparison of BLEU for Baseline (MERT)vs. Pseudo-Margin

Baseline Pseudo-Margin

1-gram precision 65.03 66.74

2-gram precision 33.23 35.29

3-gram precision 18.30 19.94

4-gram precision 9.83 11.07

overall precision .2497 .2685

length ratio (brevity) .9731 .9725

BLEU 24.3 26.1

Table 7.3: Arabic-English MT results. The Pseudo Margin Approach outperforms the Baseline in
all metrics. Boldface represents statistically significant improvement via the bootstrapping approach
[167]

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 24.3 26.5 27.9 28.6 29.3 47.9

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline23.7 26.4 28.0 28.9 29.6 47.9

Pseudo Margin 26.1 28.8 30.1 30.9 31.8 46.5

w/ Oracle Pairs 25.0 28.0 29.6 30.6 31.2 46.7

Table 7.4: Italian-English MT results. The Pseudo Margin Approach outperforms the Baseline in
all metrics. Boldface represents statistically significant improvement via the bootstrapping approach
[167]

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 21.2 23.1 24.3 25.0 25.7 52.6

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline21.9 23.6 24.7 25.4 26.0 51.7

Pseudo Margin 24.3 26.1 27.0 27.8 28.4 48.6

w/ Oracle Pairs 23.7 25.8 26.7 27.3 27.9 48.8
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REF: the store is usually open from nine am to six pm

Baseline:open shop usually at nine SbAHAFAlY pm

Pseudo-Margin: open shop is usually at nine SbAHAFAlY six in the evening

REF: it’s not salt-free we can change it to salt-free if you need

Baseline: it’s not is it urgent but we can change for another seat is thatman

Pseudo-Margin: it’s not is from the salt and but we can change for the last is it

REF:sorry you cannot turn the tv on until the plane has taken off

Baseline:excuse me i you turn tv until the plane departs

Pseudo-Margin: excuse me not you turn set until the plane departs

Figure 7.1: Example translation outputs for Baseline vs. Pseudo-Margin.

Table 7.5: Protein Prediction GDT-TS results

Top-k GDT-TS k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline .581 .590 .597 .601 .604

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline.579 .590 .595 .599 .604

Pseudo Margin .574 .590 .599 .603 .608

w/ Oracle Pairs .578 .591 .599 .603 .608

tion Retrieval.

The scatterplot of Pseudo Margin vs. Baseline for individual test lists reveal an interesting result

(Figure 7.2). Compared to similar scatterplots for Importance Weighting and Feature Generation

(Figs 6.5 and 5.8), the results here are much more varied (andthe correlation coefficient is smaller).

In the Pseudo Margin Approach, 70% of test lists differ by more than 0.01 from the Baseline GDT-

TS. (Among these, 37% of the lists are improved by 0.01, and 33% of the lists are degraded, but

overall the average GDT-TS is still a slight degradation.) Thus, in comparison, Pseudo Margin is a

riskier approach–there is much more potential to improve, as well as degrade the Baseline results.
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Table 7.6: Protein Prediction z-score results

Top-k z-score k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline 1.07 1.17 1.26 1.31 1.34

RankBoost (supervised) Baseline1.13 1.25 1.30 1.36 1.41

Pseudo Margin 1.03 1.24 1.34 1.40 1.47

w/ Oracle Pairs 1.09 1.26 1.35 1.40 1.45
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Figure 7.2: Scatterplot of GDT-TS values: Pseudo Margin (.574 average GDT-TS) vs. Baseline
(.581 average GDT-TS). In contrast to Importance Weighting, here the majority of lists are affected
by the Pseudo Margin Approach: 37% of the lists are improved by 0.01, 33% of the lists are de-
graded. Correlation coefficient = .9681
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Chapter Summary

We apply the low density separation assumption to ranking bythe definition of pseudo-margin

over pairs of unlabeled documents extracted from the test list. The three different datasets exhibit

drastically different results:

• In Information Retrieval, the abundance of tied-ranks led to inferior performance of the

Pseudo Margin approach. However, once these ties are eliminated in a semi-cheating ex-

periment, significant improvements can be seen. An avenue offuture research is to use an

initial ranking to identify possible tied pairs and eliminate them before the Pseudo Margin

approach is applied.

• In Machine Translation, Pseudo Margin give significant improvements. The Oracle Pairs

version also gave improvements, albeit less.

• We observe slight degradations with Pseudo Margin on the Protein Prediction dataset. These

degradations are not statistically significant.

The Pseudo Margin Approach therefore appears to be high-risk and high-reward. If the low

density assumption is satisfied (as in the case of Machine Translation or Oracle Pairs in Information

Retrieval), then significant gains may be seen. On the other hand, issues such as tied ranks may

violate the assumption and lead to degradations for this method.
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Chapter 8

KERNELS ON LISTS

In this chapter we will introduce a kernel that operates on lists. The motivation for such a kernel

is that it enables more classification techniques to be applied to ranking. In the following, Sections

8.1 and 8.2 will discuss the motivation and the related work in detail. The proposed List Kernel is

presented in Section 8.3.

We will apply list kernels for semi-supervised ranking in two distinct ways: Section 8.4 explores

using list kernels under the Covariate Shift Assumption, similar to the Importance Weighting method

of Section 6 with the exception that kernels are applied to pairs of lists rather than pairs of vectors.

Section 8.5 uses the distance information between lists in the framework of graph-based methods

and proposes a variant of label propagation called Ranker Propagation.

8.1 Motivation

Many popular learning algorithms, be it supervised or semi-supervised, work with kernels that char-

acterize the similarity between sample points. For example, support vector machines use kernel

functions to measure the similarity of sample points in someimplicitly-defined high-dimensional

space. The use of kernels not only gives computational speed-ups but also accuracy improvements.

Graph-based methods represent another class of techniqueswhere kernels1 or similarity informa-

tion between points are central; in this case, the overall manifold of the dataset is captured by local

distance functions. Many kernel methods or graph-based methods are modular with respect to the

kernel they use, giving the designer the flexibility to plug-in different kernels (which may represent

different quantifications of the designer’s concept of invariance). It is however challenging to apply

these methods directly to ranking if the kernels are defined over samples points (e.g. vectors), rather

than lists (e.g. set of vectors).

We are therefore motivated to develop novel kernels that operate onlists. With List Kernels, we

1Kernels are actually not required for graph-based learning; it is sufficient to have a non-negative similarity function.
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can conceivably adapt many kernel and graph-based methods for ranking problems. The criteria for

a List KernelK(·, ·) is as follows:

• The List KernelK(·, ·) is a function that maps two lists to a non-negative scalar. i.e. K(x,y) :

Rd×Nx ×RdxNy → R+, wherex andy are two lists.

• The number of vectors inx andy need not be equivalent, i.e.Nx = Ny is not required.

• The kernel is computed only using information from the unlabeled portion of the lists (e.g.

the features of each hypothesis in an N-best list), and no labeled information is utilized.

• Intuitively, the kernel should give large values for two lists that are similar, and small values

for two lists that are dissimilar, where the concept of similarity is yet to be defined.

• K(x,y) is symmetric (i.e.K(x,y) = K(y,x)) and positive semi-definite (i.e.cT ∗K(x,y)∗c≥ 0,

for anyx,y and anyc∈ Rm 6= 0)

8.2 Related Work on Kernels

While kernel design has been an active area of research, there has been considerably little related

work for kernels on lists. Most previous work has focused on kernels for vectorial data, combina-

torial data, and structured data (c.f. [132]). To the best ofour knowledge, the only work involving

kernels over lists of vectors are in the computer vision literature. The motivation in these cases is

to deviate from the common practice of representing a two-dimensional image as a single vector

(e.g. a 32 x 32 image would be represented as a vector of length1024, where each entry is a pixel).

Instead, the image would be represented by 32 vectors of length 32 each.

The works in computer vision (more specifically, image recognition) trace their ideas to mainly

two different approaches. One is based on distance measuresbetween probability distributions

induced from the list of vectors, while the other is based purely on geometrical properties.

The work of Kondor & Jebara [90] is based on first generating a probability distribution that

represents each list, then measuring the divergence between the distributions. Conceptually, the

following steps are involved:
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1. For listx= {zn}n=1..Nx , train a multivariate Gaussianp(z)= 1
(2π)d/2|Σ|1/2 exp{−(z−µ)TΣ−1(z−µ)}

using theNx vectors in the list.

2. Similarly, obtain the multivariate Gaussian by trainingon vectors in listy (i.e. compute the

meanµ and covarianceΣ).

3. Compute the distance between distributions of two lists (p(z) and p′(z)) using the Bhat-

tacharyya distance:

K(p(z), p′(z)) =
∫

(
√

p(z)−
√

p′(z))dz (8.1)

While different distances on distributions (e.g. the Kullback-Liebler Divergence) could be used,

[90] showed that efficient computation of the above kernel can be achieved with the Bhattacharyya

distance. The final kernel value can be computed in closed-form based on means and covariances,

without requiring integration. For convenience, we will refer to this as the Bhattacharyya kernel.

The works of Yamaguchi et. al. [161] and Wolf & Shashua [154] are based on geometric

properties of the lists using the concept of principal component angles, due to Hotelling [71]. Let

Ux andUy be the subspaces spanned by samples in listx andy, respectively. This subspace can

be computed by principal components analysis, for example,leading toUx = [u1
xu2

xu3
x..], where

< ui
x,u

j
x >= 0 ∀ i 6= j. The principal angle between the two subspaces is defined as:

cos(θ) = max
u∈Ux

max
v∈Uy

uTv (8.2)

In other words, the kernel value between two lists is the maximum dot product between two sets

of basis functions computed by principal components analysis. For convenience, we will refer to

this second approach as the principal angles kernel.

Note that both of the above kernels capture some informationabout theorientationof the list. If

two lists differ from only slight rotation, they will receive high similarity. In addition, the principal

angles kernel has a shift-invariant property, meaning thatone could add a constant offset to all ele-

ments of a list without affecting the kernel value. It is alsoscale-invariant since a constant multiplier

will not change the set of basis functions. On the other hand,the Bhattacharyya kernel is sensitive

to shifts and scaling in feature space. For the application of ranking, we imagine that theshapeand
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Table 8.1: A summary of properties of kernels on sets of vectors. List Kernel is proposed in Section
8.3

Bhattacharyya Principal Angles List Kernel

Shift-invariance no yes yes

Scale-invariance no yes yes

Rotation-invariance no no no

orientationof the list is most important, since it shows the relationship among objects in the same

list. In many cases, what the ranker does is to tradeoff the relative importance of different features,

and this ratio manifests itself in the shape and orientationof the list. Shape, however, is not captured

by the principal angles kernel since it only uses information about the PCA eigenvectors, and not

the eigenvalues. Shift invariance and scale invariance maybe desirable properties if we believe that

the ranking function should not vary drastically at different parts of the feature space. They may not

be desirable properties if we believe otherwise.

A summary of different properties of is shown in Table 8.1.

8.3 Formulation of a List Kernel

In this section we present our kernel, which we simply call the List Kernel. Part of the formulation

turns out to be similar to the principal angles kernel since we focus on geometric properties of point

clouds, though there are significant differences. We will try to characterize shape and rotation differ-

ences between two lists. The main idea is to first use principal component analysis to characterize

the subspace spanned by objects within a list, then use a maximum weighted bipartite matching

algorithm to find the distance between all basis vectors of this subspace. One can imagine trying to

rotate one list such that it maximally aligns to the second list. The amount of work required to do

this is the difference, and the inverse would be the similarity. The matching algorithm is required

because there are many ways to match basis vectors from one list to basis vectors of the other list.

We will enforce an one-to-one mapping between basis vectorsbecause we are “rotating” the list as

a rigid body in space and not doing any deformation. In sum, wecompare two lists by shape and

orientation similarity, and in the following we propose onespecific algorithm to achieve it.
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The pseudo-code for List Kernel is shown in Algorithm 10. To illustrate the kernel, suppose we

have computed the basis vectors for listx: [u1
x u2

x u3
x], as well as the basis vectors for listy: [u1

y u2
y u3

y].

For ease of explanation, supposed we had only extracted the top three principal component axes.

If the top eigenvectors (principal axes)u1
x andu1

y point in similar directions, then their dot product

is high and the corresponding list kernel value will be high.On the other hand, ifu1
x andu1

y are

dissimilar, butu1
x andu2

y are similar, then the list kernel value should be medium-ranged (in effect

weighted byλ 1
x ×λ 2

y ). Finally, if none of the three eigenvectors ofx match well with that ofy, then

the list kernel value will be small. The goal of the maximum bipartite matching step in Algorithm

10 is to find the best possible one-to-one correspondence between the two subspaces, so therefore

the list kernel value is defined as the attained matching value.

Algorithm 10 Computing the List Kernel
Input: List x and listy.

Output: Kernel valueK(x,y).

1: [Ux;Λx] = PCA(x) (ComputeM principal component axesum
x , m= 1..M and eigenvaluesλ m

x ,

based on vectors in listx.)

2: [Uy;Λy] = PCA(y) (Similarly compute for listy.)

3: Define a bipartite graphG with M2 edges and 2M nodes. One side of the graph representum
x

and the other side representum
y .

4: for m= 1 toM do

5: for m′ = 1 toM do

6: Compute the edge weight, defined as the dot product between principal axes, weighted by

the corresponding eigenvaluesλ m
x λ m′

y · | < um
x ,um′

y > |.

7: end for

8: end for

9: Compute maximum weighted bipartite matching on graphG. The unnormalized kernel value

K̂(x,y) is defined as the maximum matching value, i.e.K̂(x,y) = ∑M
m=1λ m

x λ a(m)
y · |< um

x ,ua(m)
y >

|. wherea(·) is a bijectiona : 1..M → 1..M that represents the bipartite matching.2

10: The output kernel valueK(x,y) is normalized by the norm of eigenvalues:

K(x,y) = K̂(x,y)/(||λx|| · ||λy||)
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This list kernel has advantages over the principal angles kernel because it considers the overall

shape and orientation of the lists. The principal angles kernel, with its “max-max” operation only

considers the correspondence of only one pair of eigenvectors. Principal angles kernel can be seen

as an extension of cosine distance (for vectors) to subspaces. Since the focus is on “cosine distance”

between subspaces, there is no measure of the shape, which ischaracterized by ratios of eigenvalues

of difference principal component axes. For example, ifu1
x matches well withu2

y, the principal

component kernel will achieve high value regardless of whether the remaining eigenvectors match

well. Further, the lack of weighting of principal axes may lead to stronger sensitivity to the number

of components extracted (M). It is important to note that while both methods employ principal

components as a first step, the principal angles kernel is most concerned with measuring the angle

between subspaces, while our proposed list kernel focuses on matching the overall shapes between

point clouds in lists. The List Kernel is also shift-invariant. The example in Figure 8.1 illustrates

how List Kernel works.

We use the Hungarian Method (also known as the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm) for weighted bi-

partite matching. The overall computation cost is:

• O(d3) for the principal components analysis (d is the dimension of the feature vectors, which

range from 10-50 in our tasks)

• plus O(M2) for computing the edge weights in the bipartite graphG. (M is the number of

principal components extracted, which can be a small integer (e.g. 5 or 10).)

• plusO(M3) for the bipartite matching. SinceM is a small integer, the computations required

for list kernel is not at all prohibitive in practice.

We now show that Algorithm 10 generates a valid kernel.

Proposition 8.3.1. The function K(x,y) in Algorithm 10 is symmetric, i.e. K(x,y) = K(y,x).

Proof.

K(x,y) =
∑M

m=1λ m
x λ a(m)

y · | < um
x ,ua(m)

y > |

(||λx|| · ||λy||)
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of list kernel. The top data is characterized a [.9 .3] vector as its first principal
axes (large eigenvalue 5.2) and a [.3 -.9] vector as its second axes (small eigenvalue 0.1). The second
and third datasets are rotations of the the first by 25 and 90 degrees, respectively. In the second
dataset, the first principal axis is a [1 0] vector. In the third dataset, the first principal axis is a [.3
-.9] vector. The principal angles kernel would therefore find that the first and third data are close.
However, the list kernel would successively discover via the maximum weighted bipartite matching
procedure that the second dataset (which has less rotation)is closer to the first: it would match the
axes that have both small cosine distance as well as large eigenvalues.
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=
∑M

m=1λ a(m)
y λ m

x · | < ua(m)
y ,um

x > |

(||λy|| · ||λx||)

=
∑M

m=1λ m
y λ a−1(m)

x · | < um
y ,ua−1(m)

x > |

(||λy|| · ||λx||)

= K(y,x)

Proposition 8.3.2.The function K(x,y) in Algorithm 10 is satisfies the Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality,

i.e. K(x,y)2 ≤ K(x,x)K(y,y).

Proof. First, we show thatK(x,x) = 1:

K(x,x) =
∑M

m=1λ m
x λ a(m)

x · | < um
x ,ua(m)

x > |

(||λx|| · ||λx||)

=
∑M

m=1λ m
x λ m

x · | < um
x ,um

x > |

(||λx|| · ||λx||)

=
∑M

m=1λ m
x λ m

x

(||λx|| · ||λx||)

=
||λ ||2

(||λx|| · ||λx||)
= 1

The second step follows from the fact that maximum bipartitematching would achievea(m) = m∀m

since< um
x ,um

x >= 1 and< um
x ,um′

x >= 0 for anym 6= m′. The third step is a result of< um
x ,um

x >= 1.

Next we show thatK(x,y)2 is bounded by 1. Note that< um
x ,ua(m)

y >≤ 1, so thatK(x,y) ≤

∑M
m=1 λm

x λa(m)
y

(||λx||·||λy||)
≤ 1 where the last inequality follows from applying Cauchy-Schwartz to the vectors of

eigenvalues.

Theorem 8.3.3(Mercer’s Theorem, c.f. [132]). Every positive (semi) definite, symmetric function

is a kernel: i.e., there exists a feature mappingφ such that it is possible to write: K(x,y) =<

φ(x),φ(y) >.

Mercer’s Theorem is a powerful theorem which says that as long our function is positive semi-

definite, we can be certain that there is an inherent (possibly high dimensional) feature representation

whose dot product is the kernel function. We do not need to explicitly construct this feature space.

Proposition 8.3.4. The function K(x,y) in Algorithm 10 satisfies the Mercer Theorem.
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Proof. We have already proved thatK(x,y) is symmetric. To see that it is positive semi-definite,

we just need to observe thatK(x,y) ≥ 0 for any x,y. We prove this by contradiction: Suppose

K(x,y) < 0 for somex,y. This implies that∑M
m=1λ m

x λ a(m)
y · | < um

x ,ua(m)
y > | is negative. However,

by construction, we will only obtain non-negative eigenvaluesλx from PCA. Further, the absolute

value operation| < um
x ,ua(m)

y > | ensures non-negativity. Thus, the statement thatK(x,y) < 0 for

somex,y is false.

8.4 Importance Weighting with List Kernels

In this section, we explore a direct application of list kernels which is more similar to the standard

classification scenario of covariate shift adaptation. Themotivation is similar to the Importance

Weighting Approach of the Local/Transductive Framework, as described in Section 6. The main

difference is that we now focus on lists, rather than on pairsof objects within lists. The advantage

with using lists as the atomic object is that list-based optimization methods, such as Minimum Error

Rate Training (MERT), can be applied.

In Algorithm 11, we outline the procedure for using list kernels to implement the covariate shift

assumption on lists. The idea is that if the test set containslists all with a certain shape, then the

training lists with similar shapes should be emphasized during training.

Algorithm 11 List-based Importance Weighting for Minimum Error Rate Training
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Test setE = {(qu,du)}u=1..U

Output: Weight vectorw, for testing onE.

1: For all pairs of lists inS∪E, compute list kernel valueK(·, ·)

2: Apply the KLIEP algorithm onL+U “samples”, where each sample is a list, with the list kernel

providing distance information.L importance weights will be generated.

3: Train MERT with importance weights to obtain the adapted weight vectorw (Algorithm 12).

The traditional MERT algorithm is modified to allow importance weights as in Algorithm 12.
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Algorithm 12 Minimum Error Rate Training with Importance Weights
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Importance weightsv∈ RL.

Output: Weight vectorw, for testing onE.

1: Initialize w

2: for i = 1..I (I is the number of features)do

3: Perform line search along featurei to find inflection points that cause hypothesis changes in

S.

4: For each inflection point, compute a weighted BLEU score, where the weights depend on the

v.

5: Choosewi that maximize the weighted BLEU score.

6: end for

7: Repeat forJ iterations

8.4.1 Evaluation in Machine Translation

In our evaluation, we compared four systems:

• MERT baseline (supervised)

• MERT with Importance Weights computed from Principal Angles Kernel

• MERT with Importance Weights computed from List Kernel

• Importance Weight with RankBoost in the Local/Transductive Framework (Section 6). There

are two main differences between the Local/Transductive Framework and the techniques de-

scribed in this section: (1) the Local/Transductive Framework computes new weights for each

test list, whereas techniques in this section has one weightbased on the entire set of test lists.

(2) the KLIEP algorithm for Local/Transductive Framework is based on (difference) pairs of

objects, whereas here it is based on lists.

For both Arabic and Italian datasets, we observe a small improvement over the MERT baseline

with using List Kernel weights (e.g. 0.8 BLEU improvement).On the other hand, the Principal
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Angles Kernel did not achieve significantly different results from the MERT baseline. Detailed

examination of the importance weights reveal that they seldom differed from 1, which implies that

there is little distributional difference between training and test lists from the perspective of the

Principal Angles Kernel. The List Kernel, due to its more fine-grained characterization of overall

shapes, could achieve better results by capturing slight differences between the distributions.

Furthermore, for the Arabic task, we observe an interestingresult where the top-1 BLEU of

List Kernel is better than that of the Importance Weighing Approach in the Local/Transductive

Framework, but for Top-k,k > 1, the result is reversed. It is plausible that since the ListKernel

allows us to use MERT, which directly optimizes top-1 BLEU, we could achieve the best top-1

result using this method. On the other hand, for higherk’s, RankBoost may sometimes be superior

to MERT. There are however too many differences between the two methods to firmly make this

conclusion, yet we would just like to point out the possibility. Nevertheless, we observe that the List

Kernel does indeed enable us to adapt new methods to ranking and give slight improvements. These

improvements, however, are not statistically significant under the bootstrap test.

Table 8.2: Arabic-English MT results with Importance Weighting. Best results are underlined (no
results were statistically significantly better).

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 24.3 26.5 27.9 28.6 29.3 47.9

Importance Weighting by Principal Angles Kernel24.4 26.5 27.7 28.5 29.2 48.0

Importance Weighting by List Kernel 25.1 27.0 28.0 28.8 29.5 48.0

Importance Weight - Local/Transductive 24.6 27.1 28.7 29.6 30.5 47.7

8.4.2 Evaluation in Protein Structure Prediction

The evaluation for protein structure prediction is similarin setup as the machine translation tasks.

In this case, there is a slight trend showing that List Kernelimproves upon Principal Angles Kernel,

but the difference between List Kernel and the Baseline are small.

Analysis of the importance weights from both Principal Angles Kernel and List Kernel reveal
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Table 8.3: Italian-English MT results with Importance Weighting. Best results are underlined (no
results were statistically significantly better).

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 21.2 23.1 24.3 25.0 25.7 52.6

Importance Weighting by Principal Angles Kernel21.4 23.5 24.4 25.6 26.0 52.4

Importance Weighting by List Kernel 22.0 24.0 24.5 25.8 26.1 51.8

Importance Weight - Local/Transductive 21.9 24.7 25.8 25.9 26.5 51.5

Table 8.4: Protein Prediction GDT-TS results

Top-k GDT-TS k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline .581 .590 .597 .601 .604

Importance Weighting by Principal Angles Kernel.572 .584 .591 .596 .599

Importance Weighting by List Kernel .581 .591 .597 .601 .602

Importance Weighting - Local/Transductive .583 .596 .603 .605 .608

much sparsity, i.e. around 70%-90% of the weights were closeto zero. This means that a sig-

nificantly small set of training data was selected in the training process. Contrasting this with the

machine translation results, we can say that:

• In Protein Prediction, there is an observable difference between the shapes of lists in the

training set vs. the test set (thus leading to sparsity). In machine translation, this difference is

too fined grained to be captured by the Principal Angles kernel–but it is captured by the List

Kernel.

• In Protein Prediction, the List Kernel matches the Baselineresult, which means that the small

percentage of training data it selected correctly capturesthe characteristics of the dataset.

However, it is insufficient to improve upon the Baseline. In contrast, in Machine Translation,

there is a slight improvement obtained by List Kernels.
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Table 8.5: Protein Prediction z-score results

Top-k z-score k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline 1.07 1.17 1.26 1.31 1.34

Importance Weighting by Principal Angles Kernel1.02 1.15 1.23 1.31 1.36

Importance Weighting by List Kernel 1.08 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.31

Importance Weighting - Local/Transductive 1.15 1.26 1.33 1.35 1.39

8.4.3 Evaluation in Information Retrieval

For information retrieval datasets, we evaluated the list kernel derived importance weights using

the RankBoost algorithm (AdaCost version). RankBoost requires importance weights for pairs of

documents, whereas now we have derived weights directly foreach list. As a result, we simply tie

each pair of documents to have the same weight as the list it comes from (i.e. all pairs in the same

list receive the same weight; only pairs from different lists are weighted differently).

The result is shown in Table 8.6. In all datasets, we observe virtually no difference between the

baseline RankBoost and the importance weight methods, either based on Principal Angles Kernel

or List Kernel. Observation of the actual weight values reveal that almost all weights are valued at

1, meaning that very little data weighting is done in practice. This explains the lack of difference

from Baseline results.

We conclude that importance weighting under the Local/Transductive framework produced pos-

itive results, though importance weighting under the current setup produced no discernable differ-

ence. We think this indicates that there is little distributional difference between the training set and

the test set (which is possible under the data preparation conditions of LETOR, since queries were

drawn randomly from the same set), though differences between the training set andonetest list is

large enough to be exploited. In addition, it is possible that the larger degree of freedom in pairs vs.

list weighting could have an impact.
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Table 8.6: Information Retrieval Results for List Kernel Importance Weighting. List Kernel and
Principal Angles Kernel give virtually the same result as Baseline, due to the lack of deviation in
the importance weights in practice.

MAP N@1 N@3 N@5 N@10 N@14

TREC’03

Baseline (supervised RankBoost) .2482 .3200 .3455 .3404 .3388 .3401

Importance Weight - Principal Angles .2480 .3200 .3452 .3410 .3394 .3411

Importance Weight - List Kernel .2490 .3200 .3455 .3414 .3378 .3411

Importance Weight - Local/Transductive.2932 .4800 .3858 .3862 .3713 .3755

TREC’04

Baseline (supervised RankBoost) .3712 .4800 .4237 .4144 .4471 .4686

Importance Weight - Principal Angles .3703 .4777 .4230 .4184 .4454 .4666

Importance Weight - List Kernel .3700 .4790 .4242 .4153 .4433 .4690

Importance Weight - Local/Transductive.3834 .4800 .4456 .4353 .4653 .4810

OHSUMED

Baseline (supervised RankBoost) .4424 .4906 .4543 .4501 .4230 .4218

Importance Weight - Principal Angles .4420 .4901 .4534 .4512 .4224 .4218

Importance Weight - List Kernel .4429 .4900 .4554 .4511 .4243 .4222

Importance Weight - Local/Transductive.4440 .5000 .4483 .4466 .4319 .4280
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Table 8.7: Comparison of Manifold Assumption for Classification and Ranking

Manifold Assumption - Classification Manifold Assumption - Ranking

Atomic object A vector (sample) A list (set of vectors)

Distance Kernel defined between pairs of vectors List Kernel

Smoothness Labels vary slowly along manifold Rankers vary slowly along manifold

8.5 Graph-based Methods with List Kernels

In this section, we explore another application of list kernels for semi-supervised ranking. In particu-

lar, we focus on utilizing the manifold assumption, common in graph-based methods. The manifold

assumption (for classification) says that samples close together should receive similar labels. We

will extend this manifold assumption to lists, to say that lists close to each other should be best

ranked by similar rankers. In other words, the ranking function should vary smoothly over a mani-

fold defined on lists. Table 8.7 compares the traditional manifold assumption for classification, and

the version we extend to ranking.

We proposed a Ranker Propagation method for implementing the above Manifold Assumption.

The idea is to train list-specific rankers for each list in thetraining set, and propagate the ranker

parameters to the test lists using distance information (derived from list kernels). This is formalized

in Algorithm 13.
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Algorithm 13 Ranker Propagation
Input: Train setS= {(ql ,dl ,yl}l=1..L

Input: Test setE = {(qu,du)}u=1..U

Output: Rankers{wu}u=1..U , one for each test list

1: For all pairs of lists inS∪E, compute list kernel valueK(·, ·). This forms the basis of the

underlying graph/manifold.

2: Compute LaplacianL = D−K, whereDii = ∑ j Ki j is the degree matrix

3: for l=1..L do

4: Compute list-specific weights:wl = MERT(dl ,yl )

5: Normalize weights:wl = wl
||wl ||

6: end for

7: LetWu = −L−1
uu ×LulWl , whereWl is the stacking ofwl andWu is the stacking ofwu.

We can show that Step 7 of Algorithm 13 minimizes for

∑
i j

Ki j ||wi −w j ||
2 (8.3)

in a manner similar to Label Propagation [172], which optimizes

∑
i j

Ki j (yi −y j)
2 (8.4)

See Appendix A for derivations. In these equations,K is a pairwise similarity measure,wi ∈ Rt

is a vector (linear ranker), andyi ∈ R is a scalar (classification label). Note that our objective

in Equation 8.3 essentially states if two lists have high similarity (i.e. high Ki j , then the rankers

wi andw j should be similar in the 2-norm. The 2-norm is intuitive if weassume a linear ranker

parameterized by the scoring functionwTx, so that the difference between scores using different

rankers is||wT
i x−wT

j x|| = ||(wi −w j)
Tx||.

Finally, we note that after the weight vectors are trained for each test list, we can rank the results

and produce the final ranking outputs. It is important to distinguish that we are propagating rankers

rather than the ranks themselves. The ranks are computed after the the ranker for each test list

is determined. An illustration summarizing the manifold assumption and the Ranker Propagation

method is shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Manifold Assumption and Ranker Propagation.

8.5.1 Evaluation in Machine Translation

In the following experiments, we compare the Ranker Propagation method with two baselines: su-

pervised MERT and a random method where the ranker for a test list is randomly drawn from the

set of training-list rankers.

We observe nice improvements with using Ranker Propagation. For example, on the Arabic-

English MT task, BLEU improved by 1.3 points from 24.3 (baseline MERT) to 25.6 (Ranker Propa-

gation). On the Italian-English MT task, BLEU improved by 1.1 points from 21.2 (baseline MERT)

to 22.3 (Ranker Propagation). The Random Selection resultswere significantly below the MERT

baseline.

We therefore conclude:

1. The List Kernel is effective in capturing distances between lists that lead to meaningful rank-

ing functions.

2. In conjunction with the Ranker Propagation algorithm, the List Kernel achieves more than

1 point BLEU over the MERT baseline. The improvement of 25.6 over 24.3 (baseline) in

Arabic translation is statistically significant (others are not).
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3. The above improvement can be explained by the fact that Ranker Propagation fits more spe-

cific rankers individually to each list.

Table 8.8: Arabic-English MT results with Ranker Propagation. Statistically significant improve-
ments are boldfaced; best but not statistically significantresults are underlined.

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 24.3 26.5 27.9 28.6 29.3 47.9

Random Selection 22.7 25.2 26.4 27.4 28.0 50.0

Ranker Propagation 25.6 27.3 28.4 29.4 30.0 47.5

Table 8.9: Italian-English MT results with Ranker Propagation. Statistically significant improve-
ments are boldfaced; best but not statistically significantresults are underlined.

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

MERT (supervised) Baseline 21.2 23.1 24.3 25.0 25.7 52.6

Random Selection 19.3 22.4 23.6 24.1 24.3 54.1

Ranker Propagation 22.3 23.9 25.4 26.0 26.2 50.9

8.5.2 Evaluation in Protein Structure Prediction

The evaluation for Protein Structure Prediction is similarto Machine Translation. We again observe

that Ranker Propagation with List Kernels outperform the baseline by a nice margin. For instance,

the GDT-TS (k=1) of Ranker Propagation is .591, .010 point higher than the Baseline of .581.

Correspondingly, the z-score improved from 1.07 (baseline) to 1.20 (Ranker Propagation). This is

the best result thus far in Protein Structure Prediction in this work. All improvements in this case

are statistically significant. We conclude that the manifold assumption is effective for the Protein

Structure Prediction task.
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Table 8.10: Protein Prediction GDT-TS results. Ranker Propagation gives statistically significant
improvements over baseline supervised algorithm (Statistical significance is judged by the Wilcoxon
signed rank test).

Top-k GDT-TS k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline .581 .590 .597 .601 .604

Random Selection .521 .549 .567 .582 .588

Ranker Propagation .591 .600 .605 .609 .612

Table 8.11: Protein Prediction z-score results

Top-k z-score k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

MERT (supervised) Baseline 1.07 1.17 1.26 1.31 1.34

Random Selection 0.51 0.81 0.96 1.11 1.16

Ranker Propagation 1.20 1.31 1.37 1.41 1.44

8.5.3 Evaluation for Information Retrieval

In Information Retrieval, we use Rank SVM [82] as the base linear ranker. Each training list is

optimized to obtain a linear weight vector, which is then propagated to the test lists via similarities

defined by the List Kernel. Table 8.12 shows the results.

We observe that Ranker Propagation performed worse than thesupervised Rank SVM baseline,

possibly because the List Kernel did not give accurate similarities. In order to improve the reliability

of the List Kernel, we therefore performed feature selection on the original features. In particular,

we deleted features with weight values less than 0.1 according to the baseline Rank SVM. This

corresponds to features that are less useful for ranking (they are about 10%-20% of the features).

List Kernel built on this reduced feature set gave improvements over the baseline. We therefore

think that IR features may be noisy with respect to the ranking task, and these noisy features in

particular may have high variance. These high variance but relatively useless features dominate the

List Kernel computation, leading to degraded results. Whenthese features are removed, List Kernel

gave improvements. For example, in TREC’03, MAP improved from .2199 (baseline) to .2324; in
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Table 8.12: Ranker Propagation for Information Retrieval.Ranker Propagation with Feature Selec-
tion outperforms both baseline and Ranker Prop with no feature selection. The Oracle result shows
the accuracy if using Rank SVMs trained directly on the test lists.

MAP N@1 N@3 N@5 N@10 N@14

TREC’03

Baseline (RankSVM) .2199 .3600 .3358 .3236 .3134 .3132

RankerProp (NoSelection) .1994 .3400 .3014 .3086 .2916 .2956

RankerProp (FeatureSelect).2324 .3700 .3480 .3273 .3198 .3186

Oracle .7580 .8800 .8256 .8094 .7881 .7998

TREC’04

Baseline (RankSVM) .3618 .4467 .4167 .4062 .4164 .4077

RankerProp (NoSelection) .3560 .4433 .4087 .3929 .4090 .4147

RankerProp (FeatureSelect).3683 .4600 .4237 .4216 .4190 .4313

Oracle .8972 .9333 .9219 .9093 .9035 .9094

OHSUMED

Baseline (RankSVM) .4401 .4989 .4456 .4426 .4284 .4152

RankerProp (NoSelection) .4149 .4048 .3768 .3619 .3589 .3627

RankerProp (FeatureSelect).4453 .5191 .4789 .4483 .4338 .4133

Oracle .6636 .7170 .6825 .6588 .6505 .6512

OHSUMED, MAP improved from .4401 to .4453 (both statistically significant).

The Oracle results in Table 8.12 shows the potential improvement one may acquire if the test-

specific weights were perfect, i.e. trained directly on the test list itself. The fact that there is large

potential for improvement (even over the nice results of thecurrent List Kernels) shows that im-

proving upon the List Kernel may be a promising area of futurework.
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Chapter 9

OVERALL COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the main conclusions and observations of this investigation and sug-

gests future work.

9.1 Cross-Method Comparisons

In this section we will seek to compare all the previously proposed method. First, to summarize our

methods:

• Under the Local/Transductive Framework, we proposed threemain methods: Feature Gen-

eration (FG), Importance Weighting (IW), and Pseudo Margin(PM). In addition, we have a

combination method of Feature Generation and Importance Weighting.

• Using List Kernels, we explored two methods: One is also based on the Importance Weighting

Assumption. The other, Ranker Propagation, is based on the Manifold Assumption.

The overall results for Information Retrieval are presented in Tables 9.1 and 9.2. We observe

that FG, IW, and FG+IW perform well. Ranker Propagation gavesignificant improvements over the

Rank SVM baseline, but not necessarily the RankBoost baseline.

Tables 9.3 and 9.4 summarize the results for machine translation. We note that Ranker Propaga-

tion and Pseudo Margin gave the strongest improvements. This is followed by Importance Weight-

ing (both the List Kernel and the Local/Transductive versions), which sometimes gave improve-

ments (but is in general not statistically significant).

Tables 9.5 and 9.6 give the overall results for Protein Structure Prediction. We observe that

Ranker Propagation is the only method that give statistically significant improvements. Importance

Weighting gave slight improvements but it is not statistically significant. Other methods degraded

the Baseline results (also not statistically significant, however).

A concise summary of results for all datasets is presented inTable 9.7
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Table 9.1: Overall results for TREC. FG and IW approaches generally improved for all datasets.
RankerProp outperformed the RankSVM baseline of which it isbased (see Table 8.12) but does not
always outperform the RankBoost baseline.

MAP N@1 N@3 N@5 N@10 N@14

TREC’03

Supervised Baseline: RankBoost .2482 .3200 .3455 .3404 .3388 .3401

Supervised Baseline: RankSVM .2199 .3600 .3358 .3236 .3134 .3132

Feature Generation (FG) .3058 .5200 .4332 .4168 .3861 .3994

Importance Weighting (IW) .2932 .4800 .3858 .3862 .3713 .3755

Combined FG+IW .3219 .5250 .4321 .4138 .4023 .3990

Pseudo Margin .2502 .3400 .3399 .3500 .3403 .3433

Importance Weighting by List Kernel .2490 .3200 .3455 .3414 .3378 .3411

RankerProp (FeatureSelect) .2324 .3700 .3480 .3273 .3198 .3186

TREC’04

Supervised Baseline: RankBoost .3712 .4800 .4237 .4144 .4471 .4686

Supervised Baseline: RankSVM .3618 .4467 .4167 .4062 .4164 .4077

Feature Generation (FG) .3760 .4800 .4514 .4415 .4665 .4910

Importance Weighting (IW) .3834 .4800 .4456 .4353 .4653 .4810

Combined FG+IW .3891 .4833 .4487 .4483 .4554 .4873

Pseudo Margin .3502 .4533 .4143 .4070 .4350 .4524

Importance Weighting by List Kernel .3700 .4790 .4242 .4153 .4433 .4690

RankerProp (FeatureSelect) .3683 .4600 .4237 .4216 .4190 .4313
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Table 9.2: Overall results for OHSUMED.

MAP N@1 N@3 N@5 N@10 N@14

OHSUMED

Supervised Baseline: RankBoost .4424 .4906 .4543 .4501 .4230 .4218

Supervised Baseline: RankSVM .4401 .4989 .4456 .4426 .4284 .4152

Feature Generation (FG) .4444 .5094 .4787 .4600 .4469 .4377

FG + RankLDA features .4481 .5252 .4785 .4600 .4444 .4390

Importance Weighting (IW) .4440 .5000 .4483 .4466 .4319 .4280

Combined FG+IW .4497 .5010 .4897 .4765 .4431 .4422

Pseudo Margin .4520 .4560 .4342 .4334 .4208 .4196

Importance Weighting by List Kernel .4429 .4900 .4554 .4511 .4243 .4222

RankerProp (FeatureSelect) .4453 .5191 .4789 .4483 .4338 .4133

Table 9.3: Overall Arabic-English MT results.

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

Supervised Baseline: MERT 24.3 26.5 27.9 28.6 29.3 47.9

Supervised Baseline: RankBoost 23.7 26.4 28.0 28.9 29.6 47.9

Feature Generation (FG) 23.4 25.7 27.0 27.9 28.6 48.3

Importance Weighting (IW) 24.6 27.1 28.7 29.6 30.5 47.7

FG+IW 23.3 26.0 27.6 28.4 29.0 47.9

Pseudo Margin 26.1 28.8 30.1 30.9 31.8 46.5

Importance Weighting by List Kernel 25.1 27.0 28.0 28.8 29.5 48.0

Ranker Propagation 25.6 27.3 28.4 29.4 30.0 47.5
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Table 9.4: Overall Italian-English MT results.

Top-k BLEU k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 PER

Supervised Baseline: MERT 21.2 23.1 24.3 25.0 25.7 52.6

Supervised Baseline: RankBoost 21.9 23.6 24.7 25.4 26.0 51.7

Feature Generation (FG) 21.5 23.4 24.4 24.9 25.3 52.5

Importance Weighting (IW) 21.9 24.7 25.8 25.9 26.5 51.5

FG+IW 21.6 23.5 25.0 24.9 25.6 52.5

Pseudo Margin 24.3 26.1 27.0 27.8 28.4 48.6

Importance Weighting by List Kernel 22.0 24.0 24.5 25.8 26.1 51.8

Ranker Propagation 22.3 23.9 25.4 26.0 26.2 50.9

Table 9.5: Overall GDT-TS Results for Protein Prediction

Top-k GDT-TS k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

Supervised Baseline: MERT .581 .590 .597 .601 .604

Supervised Baseline: RankBoost .579 .590 .595 .599 .604

Feature Generation (FG) .569 .586 .596 .601 .605

Importance Weighting (IW) .583 .596 .603 .605 .608

FG+IW .568 .584 .593 .596 .601

Pseudo Margin .574 .590 .599 .603 .608

Importance Weighting by List Kernel .581 .591 .597 .601 .602

Ranker Propagation .591 .600 .605 .609 .612
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Table 9.6: Overall z-score Results for Protein Prediction

Top-k z-score k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5

Supervised Baseline: MERT 1.07 1.17 1.26 1.31 1.34

Supervised Baseline: RankBoost 1.13 1.25 1.30 1.36 1.41

Feature Generation (FG) 1.07 1.24 1.33 1.40 1.41

Importance Weighting (IW) 1.15 1.26 1.33 1.35 1.39

FG+IW 1.02 1.23 1.29 1.32 1.39

Pseudo Margin 1.03 1.24 1.34 1.40 1.47

Importance Weighting by List Kernel 1.08 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.31

Ranker Propagation 1.20 1.31 1.37 1.41 1.44

9.2 Summary of Contributions

We present one of the first studies that investigate ranking problems in the context of semi-supervised

learning. Drawing inspirations from related work in semi-supervised classification and domain

adaptation, we investigated several assumptions for whichunlabeled data may be helpful:

• Change of Representation Assumption: use unlabeled data togenerate more salient features

• Covariate Shift Assumption: use unlabeled (test) data to discover the training samples that

are similar in distribution to the test samples and place corresponding weights on the training

data to correct for the bias.

• Low Density Separation Assumption: use unlabeled data to discover low density regions,

which are to be avoided by the ranking function.

• Manifold Assumption: use unlabeled data to discover local similarities and manifold struc-

ture, which can be exploited for smoothness regularization.

Two main algorithmic contributions are introduced. First,the Local/Transductive Meta-algorithm

allows us to implement the first three assumptions, leading respectively to the Feature Generation
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Table 9.7: Summary of Results. + indicates improvement overbaseline, - indicates degradation. =
indicates similar results. ++ indicates the best method fora given dataset.

Information Machine Protein

Retrieval Translation Prediction

Feature Generation + - =

Importance Weight (Local/Transductive) + = =

FG+IW ++ - =

Pseudo-Margin = ++ =

Importance Weight (List Kernel) = = =

Ranker Propagation = + ++

method, the Importance Weighting method, and the Pseudo-margin method. Second, a novel List

Kernel was developed, which enabled examination of the Manifold Assumption.

We performed experiments on a total of six different real-world datasets, which come from

Information Retrieval, Machine Translation, and Computational Biology (Protein Structure Predic-

tion). We observe that different methods perform well for different datasets. Though it is difficult

to judge in advance which method works best for which kind of dataset, our analysis of the results

give the following guidelines:

• How well does Pairwise Accuracy correlate with the final evaluation metric (e.g. MAP,

BLEU, GDT-TS)? If the correlation is relatively strong, Feature Generation methods may

benefit because there are more features to optimize with. Otherwise, Feature Generation may

overfit due to the larger feature space. Also important for Feature Generation is the question

of whether the assumption made by PCA (that high variance features are important) is valid

with the ranking task.

• How often do tie ranks occur in lists? If ties occur often, then Pseudo Margin is not a valid

approach because the low density separation assumption is violated.

• Importance Weighting (especially the Local/Transductiveversion) is a relatively risk-free
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method. It either performs better or equal to the baseline and rarely rarely degrades results.

For any dataset where we believe there might be slight differences within each list, Importance

Weighting is a recommended approach.

• Ranker Propagation appears to be a method that improves results for all datasets. In particular,

datasets with smaller feature sets (less than 25) seem to benefit more.

9.3 Future Work

9.3.1 Computational Speedup for the Local/Transductive Framework

The Local/Transductive Framework requires training during test time. Therefore, computational

speed is an issue if semi-supervised ranking were to be deployed in practical systems. For example,

in our Feature Generation experiments which are run on an Intel x86-32 (3GHz CPU), KernelPCA

(implemented in Matlab/C-MEX) took on average 23sec/queryfor TREC and 4.3sec/query for

OHSUMED; RankBoost (implemented in C++) took 1.4sec/iteration for TREC and 0.7sec/iteration

for OHSUMED. The total compute time per query (assuming 150 iterations) is around 233sec/query

for TREC and 109sec/query for OHSUMED.

To achieve near real-time computation, a combination of better code optimization, distributed

computation, and algorithmic improvements are needed. We will highlight one algorithmic idea

here based on caching: In the context of local learning in ranking, [62] has shown that offline

solutions empirically approximate the accuracies of online k nearest neighbors. Therefore one al-

gorithmic solution is to precompute a set of RankBoost rankers and select the “best” one during test

time. For example, for Importance Weighting, multiple rankers can be pre-computed from various

random weighting of the training set; these are then matchedto test lists during query time by a

fast distribution matching procedure (c.f. [65]). For Feature Generation, we would precompute a

variety of RankBoost using Kernel PCA features generated from different subsets of the training or

development set. During test time, we would then match the basis vector of the test list with those

in the training/development set using, e.g., the List Kernel as distance measure.

The performance of these solutions will be characterized bya speed vs. MAP/NDCG trade-

off that depends on the granularity of pre-computed components. If there are more pre-computed
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rankers, then the matching operation at query time will become more expensive, but the results can

be more suitable for the test list.

9.3.2 Nonlinear extensions to Ranker Propagation

The current Ranker Propagation method assumes that linear weights (which represent a linear

ranker) are smoothly varying across the manifold. This linear assumption allows for a straightfor-

ward and computationally efficient propagation algorithm.However, in cases where linear rankers

are not sufficient1, we may desire an algorithm that propagates nonlinear or kernelized rankers (e.g.

RankBoost or RankSVM with nonlinear kernels).

The first challenge would be the characterization of “smoothness” for non-linear rankers. Smooth-

ness is easy to quantify in the linear case using L2 norm, because L2 differences in linear weights

has a correspondence to changes in ranking on a list. In otherwords, imagine two identical linear

rankers: as we gradually adjust one of the weights of one ranker, the corresponding ordering of

items will change in a monotonic way. On the other hand, in order to quantify the difference in

orderings achieved by two non-linear rankers, we would likely need to compute the ordering (rather

than directly comparing ranker parameters, as done in the linear case). In other words, we would

like to minimize an objective like the following:

∑
i j

Ki j (D(σ(Fi(xi)),σ(Fj(xi)))+D(σ(Fi(x j)),σ(Fj(x j))) (9.1)

whereσ(Fj(xi)) represents the permutation of objects inxi under the rankerFj andD(·) is some

divergence between two permuations (or simply a rank-basedevaluation metric such as MAP). In

other words, we apply two neighboring rankers to the two respective lists and want to ensure that

the final permutations will be similar. Depending on the formof F andD, this may present both

interesting computational and algorithmic challenges.

1In our datasets, linear rankers appear to be sufficiently expressive. Note that we are fitting a separate linear ranker to
each list, as opposed to one linear ranker for the entire dataset.
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9.3.3 Different formulations of the List Kernel

Our List Kernel attempts to quantify the shape/orientationsimilarity between lists and is based on

geometric properties, e.g. principal component axes. An underlying assumption with using princi-

pal component analysis is that of Gaussianity. Therefore inthis respect, our List Kernel also has

similarities to the Bhattacharyya kernel of [90] with assumes Gaussianity.

In general, it would be interesting to explore different types of list kernels under the application

of ranking. We described several properties, such as shift-invariant, scale-invariant, and rotation-

invariant, and it would be worthwhile to investigate which ones would be desirable in certain appli-

cations.

An additional avenue of future research is kernel learning (c.f. [96]). One could first define a list

kernel that is parameterized. Then, we could learn the best parameters based on our (labeled) data

which indicates which two lists should be similar. For example, we could train rankers on individual

labeled lists, measure how different the rankers are, and use the resulting distance to learn the kernel.

This kernel can then be applied to any unlabeled data.

9.3.4 Inductive semi-supervised ranking algorithms

All methods presented in this work are transductive in the sense that the test data is required. In

the Local/Transductive Framework, we depend on observing one test list. In Ranker Propagation

and Importance Weighting with List Kernels, we need the entire test set. It would be worthwhile to

develop algorithms that exploitanyunlabeled data, in particular those that are not the test set.

We note that not all methods should be extended to inductive algorithms, however. For example,

the entire motivation of Importance Weighting rests on the assumption that there is a distribution

difference between training and test, so it is natural to operate transductively. However, for the

Feature Generation and Pseudo Margin approaches, it is possible to imagine unlabeled non-test

dataset giving exploitable information. These inductive methods would need to be developed outside

of the Local/Transductive Framework.

For the Ranker Propagation Method, there are ways to convertit to an inductive method and

extend to out-of-sample lists, either by a k-nearest neighbor search (using List Kernel distances)

when a new test list arrives, or a warping of the function space to match that of the manifold [136].
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A brief sketch of the k-nearest neighbor search solution forRanker Propagation is as follows:

1. Construct graph on labeled and unlabeled (non-test) lists.

2. Apply Ranker Propagation to obtain rankers on unlabeled (non-test) lists

3. When a test list arrives, perform k-nearest neighbor search on all labeled and unlabeled lists.

4. Each ranker within the neighborhood provides a ranking tothe test list.

5. The ranking are aggregated using consensus ranking techniques or ideas from social choice

theory. See, e.g. [114, 88].

9.3.5 Theory for the proposed methods

We have empirically examined the proposed methods under several datasets and provided some

intuitions of “what method works for what kind of dataset” inSection 9.2. In addition to these

empirical observations, it would be worthwhile to investigate theoretically how each method can

help, using techniques from statistical learning theory (c.f. [97, 149]).

While general theories and bounds for semi-supervised learning (e.g. [11]) may be difficult to

derive and challenging to fit to real-world scenarios, algorithm-specific theories may be possible. In

other words, bounds tailored to specific methods such as Feature Generation or Importance Weight-

ing may be practically useful and insightful. For example, one promising direction is the work on

analysis of representations by [14]. This theory aims to explain the tradeoff in designing feature

representations for domain adaptation problems. Briefly, the generalization bounds indicate that a

good feature representation shouldsimultaneouslyachieve low error on the source (training) domain

while minimizing the “distance” between the induced marginal distributions of the two domains2.

Our Feature Generation Approach may be analyzed under this theory or variant thereof: for each

test list, we can compute whether the the new Kernel PCA features reduce training error while min-

imizing the distance between the test distribution and the training distribution. We have already

2One of the main contributions of this work is a definition of a distance over distributions that is both practically
computable and meaningful for representing changes in representation.
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observed that training error is minimized in both Information Retrieval and Machine Translation

experiments. If we also observe that the distribution distances decreased for Information Retrieval,

but increased for Machine Translation, then we would have a theoretical confirmation for why the

same method worked for one dataset but not another.

In summary, this dissertation presents one of the first comprehensive evaluation of several ap-

proaches for semi-supervised ranking. We have observed that different methods work well for

different datasets, and have provided empirical analyses of the reasons. A significant step for-

ward in future work would involve algorithm-specific boundsthat seek to explain the results in a

theoretically-motivated way.
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Appendix A

RANKER PROPAGATION OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

Algorithm 13 in Section 8.5 describes an method for propagating rankers across a graph defined

on lists. Here we show that the algorithm minimizes the following objective:

∑
i j

Ki j ||wi −w j ||
2 (A.1)

whereK is a pairwise similarity measure andwi ∈ Rt is a vector representing a ranker situated on

list i. The sumi j is over all pairs of lists. The objective essentially statesthat if two lists are close

by Ki j , then we want the difference||wi −w j ||
2 between their rankers to be small in the L2 sense.

To begin, we rewrite the objective in order to optimize each dimension separately:

∑
i j

Ki j ||wi −w j ||
2 = ∑

i j

Ki j ||wi −w j ||
2

= ∑
i j

Ki j ∑
t
(w(t)i −w(t) j)

2

= ∑
t

∑
i j

Ki j (w(t)i −w(t) j)
2

wheret indexes a feature within the ranker vectorwi (i.e. w(t)i is the t-th parameter of the ranker

for list i). Next, we proceed with a derivation similar to Label Propagation [172]:

∑
t

∑
i j

Ki j (w(t)i −w(t) j)
2 = ∑

t
∑
i j

(Ki j w(t)2
i +w(t)2

j −2w(t)iw(t) j)

= ∑
t
(∑

i j

Ki j w(t)2
i +∑

i j

Ki j w(t)2
j −2∑

i j

Ki j w(t)iw(t) j)

= ∑
t
(∑

i

(w(t)2
i ∑

j

Ki j )+∑
j

(w(t)2
j ∑

i

Ki j )−2∑
i j

Ki j w(t)iw(t) j)

= ∑
t
(2∑

i

(w(t)2
i ∑

j

Ki j )−2∑
i j

Ki j w(t)iw(t) j)

= 2∑
t
(∑

i

(w(t)2
i Dii )−∑

i j

Ki j w(t)iw(t) j) (A.2)
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= 2∑
t
(W(t)TDW(t)−W(t)TKW(t)) (A.3)

= 2∑
t
(W(t)T(D−K)W(t))

= 2∑
t
(W(t)TLW(t)) (A.4)

Step A.2 above follows from the definitionDi i = ∑ j Ki j . Step A.3 is a simple rewrite in terms

of matrices, i.e., D is a diagonal matrix withDi i on the diagonal, andW(t) is a matrix containing a

stacking ofw(t)i for all i. In Step A.4 we see the graph LaplacianL = D−K. Step A.4 is a concave

function with respect toW(t).

In order to minimize A.4 with respect toW(t) for all t, we take the first derivative and set it to

zero:

∂2∑t(W(t)TLW(t))
∂W(t)

= 4LW(t)

LW(t) = 0

In order to optimize only on weights on unlabeled lists, while keeping weights on labeled lists

fixed, we write the Laplacian and weight matrices to separatethe labeled and unlabeled parts:





Lll Llu

Lul Luu









W(t)l

W(t)u



 = 0

Finally we obtain the equation:

LulW(t)l +LuuW(t)u = 0

W(t)u = −inv(Luu)∗LulW(t)l (A.5)

For each dimension of the ranker, we calcuate Equation A.5 toobtain the weight values for that

dimension for all unlabeled lists. Note that since we do not impose constraints on the weight vectors

for unlabeled lists, we can calculate the weights for each dimension separately, all in closed-form.

If we were to impose constraints (e.g. forcing the weights onunlabeled list to normalize), then we

would alternatively optimize the objective using, e.g., a projected subgradient method [23].
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